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PREFACE

This grammar is for those beginning the study of the Hebrew language.

A granunar for beginners should be as simple as possible. But a glance at the

first few pages of the average introductory Hebrew grammar is sufficient to

show that there has been a failure to meet this requirement and that therefore

a simplified Hebrew grammar is greatly needed.

With simplicity in mind, this grammar was prepared. The material is

presented in outline form and is replete with examples. And unnecessary tech

nical language has been omitted.

Some instances of simplicity or clarity might be cited:

(1) The exercises are shorter than those usually found in elementary

grammars. And the stress in the exercises is upon translating the

Hebrew into English. Thus the later exercises are confined solely

to the translation of Hebrew into English.

(2) 13ae term "Waw Conversive" has been used instead of the more conmon

term "Waw Consecutive" (or instead of the more accurate tem "Waw

Conservative") to make it easier for the beginner to remember that

an Imperfect with Waw is regularly used in past time and a Perfect

with Waw in future time, the converse of the regular use of these

tenses vrithout Waw.

(3) In connection with irregular verbs, terms such as the "Third-He'* Verb

(rather than the "Lamedh-He" Verb) are used because they readily show

the beginner which consonant of the verb-form is acting in an irregular

manner.

(4) In the vocabularies, we have translated the 5 m.s. Pf« as a 3 m.s. Pf.

(not as though it were an Inf., as some grammars do), except In oases

where the form found in the lexicon or dictionary is an Inf., in which

case we have translated it as an Inf.

We have, of course, consulted the standard introductory grammars in the

preparation of this grammar and have profited greatly from them. And, in certain

instances, we have employed the terminology and used the examples found in one or

more of them.



Ill

This is not intended to be a substitute for graamars which are more

detailed and ooaprehensive. But it is hoped that this grammar will help to

remove the fears that accompany the beginning of the study of Hebrew and that

it will prove to be a gateway into an illuminating study of the Hebrew Old

Testament, to the glory of God#
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ABBREVIATIONS

aBs. absolute state

act* active

a. common (gender)

of. compare

01. Class

oollect. collective noun

oontd. continued

Oonv. Conversive

ostr. construct state

def. art. definite article

e.g. for example

etc. and so forth

f. feminine, following (page)

ff. following (pages)

I.A. Infinitive Absolute

i.a. Infinitive Construct

I.e. that is

Inpf. Imperfect

Impv. Imperative

Inf. Infinitive

lit. literally

m. masculine

P- page, plural

Part. Participle

pass. passive

Pf. Perfect

pi. plural

pp. pages

pref. prefix

prep. preposition

refl. reflexive

8. singular

suff. suffix

vb. verb

vd





THE CONSONANTS
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The Hebrew alphabet

Form

K (1)K

1 . 1 (2)a , 2

•\ (3)1 , 1

(4)T , 1

77

1

(5)t

(6)1

r (7)1

TT (8)n

(s (9)0

T (10)'

..T (11)= ,=

(12P

to, a (13P

h J (14)1

d (15)0

(16)»

r

(17)0 ,0

(ie)i

p (19)P

1 (20)1

(21)'!' (Mf

SJ sri (22)n ,n

consists of 22 letters or consonants:

Final Form

Q

I

N^e Transliteration P

Aleph >

Beth b,b Betfih

(ximel Q t't^'c I
Daleth d,d

He h

Waw w

Zayin z

Heth
•

h
#

Tteth t
•

Yodh y yoi-Ac
Kaph k,k j ic

Lamedh 1

Mem m )

Nun n , /? //oo^

Samech 8

Ayin <

Pe

Sadhe ? ' f•

Qoph q 'tV'
Resh r

Sin, Shin s^.S

Tau TZi/

Note: (a) There are six consonants ( » 3,Djn ) which
have a form without a dot and a form with a dot# CThe /x4-'d>-7

(b) Bie 17 appears in two forms ( 2? and 2? )• Sin has
a dot over the left prong ( '2^ ); the Shin has a dot over
the ri^sht prong ( 27' )•

(c) There are five consonants ( 3,0,3 , £5,2C) which take
the forms 7 , Q » T if respectively when they appear
at the end of a word. Tae final Kaph ( 1 ^ dots
inside it (?I ) to help to distinguish it from the final
Nun (I )• (The two dots inside the Kaph represent the
silent shewa, which will be discussed shortly.) /f. 7

(d) Some consonants are similar in form and thus may be easily
confused. The following are to be noted:

-1-
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a (Beth) and D (Kaph)

i (Crimel) and 3 (Nun)

^ (Daleth) and *1 (Resh)

n (He) and ^ (Heth)

1 (Waw) , X CZayin) and " (Yodh)
0 (^th) and n (Mem)

^ (final Kaph) and ] (final Nun)
• (final Hem) and D (Samech)

9 (Ayin), ^ (^adhe) and y (final Sadhe)
3 (Pe) and n (Tau)

V (Sin) and (Shin)

(e) The word "transliteration" means "spelling in the
characters of another alphabet"; so here it means the
English equivalents of the Hebrew consonants.'"

(f) The English equivalent of the Hebrew Aleph (K ) looks
like a comma or an apostrophe ( ' ) and is written above
the line, like an apostrophe; the English eq\iivalent of
the Hebrew Ayin ( 9 ) looks like an inverted comma or an
inverted apostrophe ( ^ ) and is written above the line.

Pronunciation of the Consonants

is not pronounced '(it is like the

a, is pronounced like "v" in "vat"

a is pronounced like "b" in "boy"

1 is pronounced like "g" in "wagon"

A is pronounced like "g" in "gun"

T is pronounced like "th" in "this"

is pronounced like "d" in "dog"

N is pronounced like "h" in "horse"

is pronounced like "w" in "wet"

t is pronounced like "z" in "zinc"

n is pronounced like "ok" in "look,"

0 is pronounced like a "t" which is

n is pronounced like "y" in "yet"

3 is pronounced like n (Heth) above

3 is pronounced like "k" in "king"

h is pronounced like "1" in "lift"

D is pronounced like "m" in "mourn"

3 is pronounced like "n" in "night"

*rom the back or the throa
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D is pronounced like "s" in "sign" ^ . / -

y is pronounced like n (Heth) stove, but with a harder sound lor /r t^ot-

Q is pronounced like "f" in "fire"

9 is pronounced like "p" in "pen"

^ is pronounced like "ts" in "nets" S
p is pronounced like a "q," but from the^baok oST'thelSr^at''̂ '̂ ^^
*1 is pronounced like "r" in "ring**

V is pronounced like "s" in "sign" (Just like D JSamechJ above)
is pronounced like "sh" in "shine"

n is pronounced like "th" in "thin"

n is pronounced like "t" in "time"

Exercise

(a) Transliterate the following Hebrew consonants (transliteration is
from left to rigjit, example: 1. ^tp^) J

DnnT 5' 4. D*?BP 3« n^2L 2. t]nK 1.

(b) Write in Hebrew the following consonants (Hebrew is written from
right to left, example: Dtjfen 1.):

1. htiSm 2* l£'S 3* snthly 4. qmtwy 5. krm's^qy

THE VOWELS

Vowel Name Quantity Transliteration Position of Vowel

Qames long a D
T

Pathah short S 9

Sere long e D
«•

Se^ol short % p

Hiriq short i D

Hoiem long 0 'D

Q^es-Hatuph short
V/

0 0
T

Qibbus short u p

We have used the consonant Mem (o ) to show the position of
vowel with reference to a consonant#

(b) The Qames-Hatuph looks exactly like the Qames; but it is a short
"0," whereas the Qames is a long "a." The distinction between
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the Qames and the Qames-Hatuph will "be explained shortly.

Pronunoiation of the Vowels

r (Qames) is pronounced like "a" in "father"

- (Pathah) is pronounced like "a" in "oat"

(Sere) is pronounced like "ey" in "ohey"

(Seghol) is pronounced like "e" in "then"

(Hiriq) is pronoi-inced like "1" in "pin"

(Holem) is pronounced like "o" in "tone"

r (Qames-Hatuph) is pronounced like "o" in "soft"

\ (Qihhus) is pronounced like "u" in "bull"

Exercise

(a) Transliterate the following Hebrew vowels (example: 1. i):

•. 5* 4. .. -.2# , 1

(b) Write in Hebrew the following vowels (example: r !•):

1. a 2. o 3» e 4" u 3* i

THE TOWEL-LETTERS

The consonants i? , n , T , are sometimes used to Indicate or mark
long vowels and thus are called "vowel-letters." Some examples are as
follows:

Name- Transl-ite ration Position of Vowel

Sere-Yodh 'e **0

^j-'S ^ Hiriq-Yodh T '•O
^ Holem-Waw S" JO

II fO .t Shureq u 40

^ C(trc nc-^ 4/cv-^^y'
Pronunoiation of the Towels

- _ (Sere-Yodh) is pronounoed like "ey" in "obey" (Just like .. (SereJ above)
" _ (Hiriq-Yodh) is pronounced like "i" in "machine"

i (Holem-Waw) is pronounced like "o" in "tone" (just like - •
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4 (Shureq) is pronounced like "u" in "mute"

Note: When a long vowel is written with a vowel-letter, it is written
fully, e#g., the Hiriq-Yodh ( ^.)in 5 when a long
vowel is written without a vowel-letter, it is written defectively, e.g.,
the Hiriq ( . ) in (instead of

Exercise

(a) Transliterate the following Hebrew vowels (example: 1. 'S'):

" 4. 4 3. - 2. 1 1.
»• •

(b) Write in Hebrew the following vowels (example: 1,):

_ ^<5^ . --V
1. e 2, u 3« i 4* 0

THE SYLUBLE

A syllable begins with a consonant (except when there is an initial 4 ^hureqj )
Example: (a) (the syllable-division is |5 )

Note; Hebrew is written and read from right to left; so the first
syllable of the word *7 0^ is p , and the second syllable
is *7Q • The consonant *p (Qoph) begins the first syllable,
and the consonaiit to (Teth) begins the second syllable.

(b)]ai (the syllable-division is 11/•! )
T5ie initial Shureq (4 ) itself comprises a syllable.

A syllable is either "open"or "closed."

(1) An open syllable ends with a vowel or with a vowel-letter indicating a
long vowel, or (for our purposes) with a half-vowel (such as a vocal
shewa [t] ), which will be discussed shortlyP "7
Examples: (a) the first syllable of the word i.e., (the

vowel Qames CtJ ends the syllable)

(b) the last syllable of the word nja (the syllable-division
is ), i.e., ni (the vowel-letter Re [nj, indicating
the long vowel Qaiiies'£;T3 > ends the syllable)

(c) the second syllable of the word**^pp(the syllable-division
is''^/a /p), i.e., ig (the vocal sliewa ends the
syllable)

(2) A closed syllable ends with a consonant.
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Examplez the last syllahle of the word i.e., (the
consonant Lamedhf*?J ends the syllable)

Note: A consonant never stands alone as a syllable.

Exercise

(a) Transliterate the following Hebrew words (transliterating -r by
Qames; example: 1. 'Adam):

5' Dtbiy' 4. T'y 3- na 2. dtk i.

(b) Write in Hebrew the following words (example: *11A 1.):

1. gor 2. 3* ben 4. qa-^Sl 5. sep^r

(c) Divide into syllables the following Hebrew words (example: ll/j/p 1):

niJi 5- -ana 4. nra 3- ill's 2.

THE ACCENT

The accent or tone usually stands on the last syllable.

Example; (the syllable-division is 139 / )

Note: For our purposes, the accent is indicated by the arrow-head mark ,
which appears over the first consonant of the syllable which has the
accent.

Sometimes the accent stands on the next-to-last syllable.

Example: (the syllable-division is o )

The accent can never stand earlier in a word than on the next-to-last syllable.
But a secondary accent (or half-accent) occurs earlier in a word. The most
common secondary accent is called a "Metheg." The Metheg is a short vertical
line placed at the left of a vowel which ends a syllable.

Example: DTSn (the Metheg is at the left of the first Qames, which ends the
first syllable; the syllable-division is /n ; the
primary accent ( ) stands on the last syllable,^thus:
• t/ s/fi )

T IT

THE SHEWA

(1) The simple shewa:
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It is represented by two dots ( s ) placed under a consonant#

Example:

It is either vocal or silent, i#e., pronounced or unpronounoed.

(a) The vooal shewa;

It marks a short indistinct vowel-sound and is thus called a

"half-vowel." It is pronounced like the "o" in "police."

It may appear at the beginning of a word.

Example: *?bp

It may appear in the middle of a word.

Example:* *7 pp
It is transliterated by a small "e" written above the line.

Example: 'j'op (q®tol)

Note: Transliteration is from left to ri^t, not from
right to left.

(b) The silent shewa:

It is not pronounced.

When used, it ends a syllable. ^
Example: (the syllable-division ispi/'jD/p )

t»~'t

Being neither a vowel nor a half-vowel, it is not transliterated.

Example: (qatalta) ^ ^

(2) The compound shewa (or hateph-vowel): '

The compound shewa is a combination of a shewa and a short vowel placed
under the consonants , n , n , y , which do not take a vocal shewa
luider them.

It appears in three forms:

(a) Hateph-Pathah ( )

Example:

It is transliterated by a small "a" written above the line.

Example: h®mor

(b) Hateph-3e^ol ( v : )

Example: •'•nVx
• «

It is transliterated by a small "e" written above the line (and
thus is transliterated exactly like a vocal shewa).

Example: •'eiShIm

(c) Hateph-Qames-Hatuph ( -r: )
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Example:

It is transliterated by a small "0" written above the line.

Example: h'^l^

The compound shewa (or hateph-vowel) is oonsidered a half-vowel and
is (for our purposes) pronounced like a vocal shewa.

Exercise

(a) Transliterate the following Hebrew words (transliterating r by Qames;
example :lmi§pat):

5. -iin 4. 3- 2- i*

(b) Write in Hebrew the following words (example: 1.):

1. Tr 2. -^^bt 3* baj^t 4. derek 5. ^%ias£m

HOW TO DISTINGUISH A :jA^S-HATUPH FROM A. QAMES

A Qames-Hatuph occurs in a closed unaccented syllable (i.e., a syllable
which ends with a consonant and which has no accent), whereas a Qames
occurs in an open syllable (i.e., a syllable which ends with a vowel) or
in a closed accented syllable (i.e., a syllable which ends with a consonant
and which has the accent)•

Examples: (a) (hokmS)
(the first vowel is a Qames-Hatuph; the syllable-
division is nn/DH; the consonant with the silent
shewa under it eh^ the first syllable, and thus
the syllable is a closed syllable; the first
syllable is alao unaccented)

(b) noDn (hakem^)
T : IT '

(the first vowel is a Qames; the syllable-division
is hip/? / pi the Qames ends the first syllable,
which is ^ open syllable; the first syllable is
accented: it has the Metheg, which is a secondary
accent; it is the presence of the Metheg that marks
the first syllable as an open syllable and shows
that the vowel-sign r is a Qames jjinstead of a
Qames-RatuphJ )
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THE DAG3SH

It appears in three varieties:

(1) The dage3h>Iene

It is a dot ( ' ) placed inside the six consonants 2 f 2 i^ t ^ i ^ » n
to producea ,3 t T . 3 » 9 f R •

Note: In order to help one to remember the conso^agj^g ,that take the
dagesh-lene, they have been formed into the/word b®j^^®£at
( ) an<i are called "B®^ad-K®£at" letters.

The dagesh-lene is used in these consonants when they are not preceded
by a vowel or a half-vowel.

Examples: (a) na (the Beth is not preceded by a vowel or half-vowel
and thus takes the dagesh-lene)

(b) nai (the Beth is preceded by a vowel ^hureql and thus
lacks the dagesh-lene)

(o) inbl (the Kaph is preceded by a half-vowel ^ocal shewaj
and thus lacks the dagesh-lene)

") 2.^, Beth is preceded by a half-vowel ^Hateph-Patha^
~ ' and thus lacks the dagesh-lene)

(e) a'na* (the Kaph is preceded by a vowel ^Hiriq] and thus
lacks the dagesh-lene; the Tau is not preceded by
a vowel or half-vowel but by a silent shewa^Tthe
syllable-division is^pi/a^J t and thus it takes
the dagesh-lene) ''

(2) The dagesh-forte

It is a dot ( • ) which may be placed inside all consonants except 8 t
n , n , y , n .

It is called a "doubling-dot" because the consonant in which it is
placed is doubled.

It is used instead of writing the doubled consonant twice.

Example: '?t0p , not ^tODp
But the doubled consonant is written twice in transliteration.

Example: '?t8p (qittdl)
The dagesh-forte is used if the consonant to be doubled is preceded
by a vowel or a half-vowel.

Examples: (a) (the dot in the Tau is a dagesh-forte, not a dagesh-
lene, because the Tau is preceded by a vowel [PathahJ)

(b) n*?tap (the dot in the Teth is a dagesh-forte because the
• *•. Teth is preceded by a vowel (^QibbusJ ; also, it is

to be noted that ^eth is not one of the six conso
nants that can take a dagesh-lene)

V-^
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(c) Q*S'y(the dot in the Tau is a dagesh-forte, not a
dagesh-lene, because the Tau is preceded by a
half-vowel ^vocal shew^ )

In some instances a consonant is doubled simply for easier pronimciation.
In such instances the deigesh-forte is placed inside the first consonant
of the second of two words which are considered as going together. The
first of these words ends with t (Qames), n or , and the second
begins with the doubled consonant*

Examples: (a)

(b) nN*7D

(3) The dagesh-mappiq

When a final n is used as a consonant instead of as a vowel-letter,
a dot ( • ) called "Mappiq" is placed inside it. The dagesh-mappiq
is neither a dagesh-lene nor a dagesh-forte. Since the n with the
Mappiq is used as a consonant, not as a vowel-letter, it is translit
erated*

Example: (lemthah, not l^rnihS; ^ah is 3-^ ^ used as a
^ ' ' consonant 2 t t>ut -a is (the n is used as a vowel-

letterj )

Exercise

(a) Transliterate the following Hebrew words (transliterating r by Qames;
example: 1* hiktib):

n"apH5, 5* 2. i-jann i,

(b) Write in Hebrew the following words (example:

(Note: When two different consonants appear together in transliteration,
without a vowel between them, a silent shewa appears under the
first of the two in Hebrew*)

1. niqt^Clta 2. battim 3* huqqot 4* ^attem 5- yiqbor

COMPENSATORY LENGTHENING

Three of the consonants that cannot be doubled are ^ ,y and • To
compensate for this they lengthen the preceding vowel* This process is
called "compensatory lengthening*"

In compensatory lengthening (1) a Pathah lengthens to a Qames
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Example: instead of lisn

(2) a Hiriq lengthens to a Sere

Example: | ND instead of

(5) a Qibhus lengthens to a Holem

Example: instead of

BiPLIOIT DOUBLB'iO

In implioit doubling, the doubling of a consonant is regarded as implied.
Thus there is neither the actual doubling of the consonant nor the length
ening of the preceding short vowel.

Implioit doubling occurs with (1) n (regularly)
Example: innnCinstead of aTRn or

(2) fi (frequently)

Example: nn(instead of or S-irTil)

(5) y (occasionally)
Example: nya**,(instead of nyi* or nyi* )

THE PATHAH-FURTIVB

The consonants n , n and y often take a Pathah under them. And one
such instance is the so-called Pathah-Furtive, which is a Pathah placed
under a final n , n or y but pronounced before it.

Examplet (ruah, not niha)

Exercise

Correct the following: , '

5. 4. s""" 5* 2.

THE DEFINITE ARTICLE

(Note; There is no indefinite article in Hebrew.)

The definite article is equivalent to the English "the."

It ocffisists of the consonant He, usually with a Pathah under it ( n )>
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attached to the beginning of a word. It causes the doubling of the first
consonant of the word to which it is attached or prefixed.

Example: DIDH "the horse"

If one of the consonantsi n « y » ^ begins the word to which the
definite article is prefixed^ doubling does not occur; for these consonants
cannot be doubled. Instead we find the following occurrences:

(1) Before K » V or ^ the Pathah under the He of the definite article
lengthens to a Qames. This is compensatory lengthening.

Example:

(2) Before n or n the Pathah remains under the He of the definite
article (but of course the n or n is not doubled). This is
implicit doubling.

Example:

(3) Sometimes before n , n or y the definite article is n .

THE NOUN

Example: inn
* T V

Nouns are either masculine or feminine in gender.

(Note: There is no neuter gender in Hebrew.)

They appear in either the absolute or construct state.

(1) The absolute state (a noun standing apart from or not dependent upon
another word or other words is in the "absolute"

state)

(a) The masculine singular has no ending.

Example: DID "horse" or "a horse"

(b) The masculine plural has the ending D*. •

Example: D'p^D "horses"

(c) The feminine singular has the ending n ^ .
Example: n^n "statute" or "a statute"

(d) The feminine plural has the ending ni.

Example: fltpn "statutes"

Note: The singular in the absolute state is the fozn of the noun found
in the lexicon or dictionary.

(2) The construct state (a noun standing in construction with or dependent
upon another word is in the "construct" state)

(a) Tne masculine singular has no ending.

Example: DID "a horse-of" or "the horse-of"

^iTC / ./J
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Note: The m»s. ostr« is the same in form as the m.s* abs*^ i.e.,
both are D-TD • The context would determine which is used
in each instance*

(b) Die masculine plural has the ending •

Example: "horses-of* or "the horses-of"

(o) The feminine singular has the ending •

Example: "a statute-of" or "the statute-of"

(d) The feminine plural has the ending ni •

Example: ni[3n "statutes-of" or "the statutes-of"

Note; Die f.pl* cstr* is the same in form as the f*pl. abs*, i.e.,
both are ntjsn • The context would determine which is
used in each instance*

A noun in the construct state does not take the definite article. It
is definite or indefinite according to the definiteness or indefiniteness
of the noun in the absolute state which follows it*

Examples: (a) ^*^9 D-lD "a horse of a king"
( , the noun in the absolute state, has
no 'definite article. Hence it is an indefinite
noun. ThereforeD-l D , the noun in the con
struct state, is also indefinite)

(b) CD "the horse of the king"
, the noun in the absolute state, has

the'definite article rr * Hence it is a
definite noun* Therefore D-tD , the noun
in the construct state, is also definite)

(o) Ttl "D'tD "the horses of David"
' '' " ( "David" is a proper noun or proper

nameJ And proper nouns are always definite
in themselves and thus need no definite
article. Since the noun Tin is definite,
the noun D-1D in construction with it is
also definite)

Note: More than one noun may be used in the construct state before the
noun in the absolute state.

Example: daughter of the son of the king"

Dual Nouns

Sometimes a dual (not a singular or plural) number is used. It refers
to two of a kind and is most often used with reference to parts of the
body. The dual ending for both the m. and f. is (not D** ^ ,
which is the m.pl.).

Example: "two feet"
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Irregular Nomia

Some noms of common occurrence are irregular. Tlie following are
examples:

. abs. 8. . cstr. s. abs. pi. cstr. pi

father (m.) an
T

niax nian

man (m.)
♦ T

- m n

house (m.) n-a ^Fia
•• -r

son (m.) n D-3a
• T

-la

day (m.) oi" DV
' T

woman (f.) nsr'«
T »

D**573
« T

"572

daughter (f.) na ria n^3a
T

nha

Note; (a) As such nouns do not conform to rule, they should be
memorized.

(b) The plurals of li? (a masculine noun) and of (a
feminine noun) are especially difficult, for takes
feminine endings in the plural and masculine endings.

Vocabulary

D'lD horse (m.) (cstr. D-lD )

I a son (m.) (cstr. )

an father (m.) (cstr.
T

na daughter (f.) (cstr. na )

word (m.) (cstr.

king (m.) (cstr. )

] hb priest (m.) (cstr. J hb)

book (m.) (cstr. ^do)
'/*' Sc.fai( V**

n-y city (f.) (cstr.

09UW judgment (m.) (cstr. qbeto )

Exercise

(a) Translate into English the following: jcc-

,jn'3 nsD 3. 2.

6. D-D^iD 5.

thbn "lan 8.

VV

D<sn 1.

K?" wh na 4.
' T —

''Ci4,D 7-
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(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1. the word of the king 2. the priest 5- a horse of a king

4. a statute-of 5. the judgment-of 6. the city

TH3 ADJE::TI7E

The adjective agrees in gender and number with the noun with which it is
in construction.

It is used in two ways:

(1) As an attributive guijeotive:

It follows the noun it modifies or qualifies.

Example: llD 0?D "a good horse"; literally: "a horse, a good (one)"
It is definite or indefinite according to the definiteness or indefi-
niteneas of the noun it modifies.

Examples: (a)0'':i}tBn D" 0-115the good horses"
"(the noun •'•D-IDhas the definite article

and thus is definite. Hence the adjective
in agreement with the noun, has

the 'definite article and is definite. The

noun D.I D has the masculine plural^ ending
; therefore the adjective H-tD has

the masculine plural ending D",, in
agreement with the noun it modifies)

(b) nillt) nipn "good statutes
'•♦(the noun ni^l? lacks the definite article

and thus is indefinite. Hence the adjective
nillD > in agreement with it, also lacks
the definite article and is indefinite. The
noun has the feminine plural ending
fi ^ • Therefore the adJectiveO, 1 tD , in

agreement with it, has the feminine plural
ending n i )

Mote: Because of the close relationship between the construct-noun and
the absolute-noim, an auijective qualifying the construct-noun will
follow the absolute-noun.

Examplesr (a)nin.lD niptn '"good statutes of a king"; literally:
\ "statutes of a king, good (ones)"

(Dhilf tan ,r|br3n good statutes of the king"
- ' ';v- • '^note that the adjective qualifying

the construct-noun has the definite
article)
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(c)lian did "the good horse of the king" or
"the horse of the good king" (since
the construct-noun and the absolute-

noun are of the same gender and
number, the attributive adjective
may modify either; the context
would determine which it is)

(2) As a predicate adjective?

It is used in sentences in which the verb is not expressed and either
precedes or follows the noun.

Examples: (a) D-l D "good (is) ahorse"

(b) D DID " a horse (is) good"

Note; llD DID may be translated either "a horse (is) good"
( iId used as a predicate adjective) or "a good horse"
( lia used as an attributive adjective). The context
would determine which it is.

When the noun takes the definite article, the adjective does not.

Example: OlDrt llD "good (is) the horse"

The adjective, however, agrees with the noun in gender and number.

Example: tl" D'tsn Q*3.'i£j"good (are) the horses"

Vocabulary

2^*" K man (m«) (cstr. K )
T T

year (f.) (ostr. ni^' )

house (a.) (cstr. n*jl ) DipD place (m. ) (ostr. nlpp )

Di"
♦

day (m.) (cstr. Dl* ) name (m.) (o3tr.D2/','Dt?)

nty's
r '

woman (f.) (ostr. ri7K) llD good (f. niiD )
r

nran
T •.

statute (f.) (cstr. nprj )
T

great (f.
T ;

Exercise

(a) Translate into English the following:
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• Ipran "*2^^ 4, on 3. alan 2, niia 1.
T"~ , " V V "* .. »• — • T ,

nitr'n 8. D-aian r/^sn 'd-ic 7. bi^-y fi-a 6. nh'iTa 5.
T y" ' — ' T '• " T*"— t'tt;

rraiarr
T "*

(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1, the daughters of the king 2. the city (is) great 5* the good

horaes of the man 4. a place of judgment 5. great (is) the man of

the place 6. good horses

THE RESULAR VERB

The verb ia found in two tenses:

(1) The Perfect

It ia uaually translated in past time '̂o/^ ^c-heins ^
Example: '?pp "he killed"

((2)) The Imperfect

It is usually translated in future time^ ^chbytf /rt
Example: "he will kill"

The 0.al Perfect
•" • *

The Qal is the basic conjugation of the Hebrew verb.

The Qal Perfect is formed by attaching pronoun-suffixes to the stem,
the main part of the verb.

Note: For our examples, we shall use the stembDp ("kill"), the basic
form of which is the Qal 3 m-s- Pf* "ii© killed." The Qal
3 m.B. Pf. of the verb ia the foimi found in the lexicon or
dictionary.

The pronoun-suffixes (attached to the verb-stem) are as follows:

1 o.s. -R I 1 c.p. •M we

2 m.s. R
T

you 2 m.p. OR you

2 f.s. R you 2 f.p. ^V
you

3 m.s. (none) be 5 c.p. •1 they

3 f.s. rt
r

she
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The forms of the ^al Perfect are as follows:

1 c.s. ^R*7Dp^ I killed, have killed 1 c.p. we killed, have killed

2 m.s. PI*?Dp
T: -'t

you killed, have killed 2 m. p. DH'̂ Dp you killed, have killed

2 f.s. n*?Dp
; ; -' T

you killed, have killed 2 f.p. 15*7 Dp you killed, have killed

3 m.s. "'QR. he killed, has killed 3 c.p. .l"7Qp^ they killed, have killed

3 f.s. n*?Dp
T ;'t

she killed, has killed

Hote: (a) The 3 m.s, ( ) has no suffix attached.

(h) One form is used for both the masculine and feminine in the
Ist person singular ( )# the Ist person plural
( '13*?,Dp ) and the 5rd person plural ( ); and
therefore^they are designated 1 c.s# (1st oonunon singular)^
1 c.p. and 5 o#p. respectively.

(c) There is a Qames under the first consonant of the stem in
A.11 forms except the 2 m.p. and 2 f.p.| idiioh have a vocal
shewa under this consonant.

(d) There is a Pathah under the second consonant of the stem
in all forms except the 5 and 3 which have a
vocal shewa under this consonant.

(e) When the suffix begins with a consonant, it is called a
"consonantal" suffix. When the conaonanted suffix is
attached to the stem, a silent shewa is inserted under the
last consonant of the stem. This occurs in the 1 c.s.
( ''n*?DD ), 2 m.s. ( n*?Dp ), 2 f.s. ( )»
1 c.p.'T'' •U'?Dp ), 2 m^.p.' ( Dfl'JEip ) and"2 f.p.
( |H'7QT )i."'

(f) The Shewa under the Tau of the suffix of the 2 f.s. is a
silent shewa; so two silent shewas appear together in the
2 f.s.

is) When the suffix begins with a vowel, it is called a "Vocalic"
suffix. When the vocalic suffix is attached to the stem, the
Pathah under the second consonant of the stem is shortened to
a vocal shewa. This occurs in the 3 f.s. ( n'?pp ) and
3 c.p. ( -T^pp ). ^

*?Qp he killed
- T

he remembered

ID2?' he guarded, kept
-T

Vocabulary

ant gold (m.) (cstr. IHT )
T T ~ i

p)D3 silver (m.) (cstr. fjpS )

• :i blood (m.) (cstr. DH )
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way, road (m.) (cstr. ) ns brother (m.) (cstr* - n^)

on*? bread, food (m.) (cstr. DH*?, ) covenant (f.) (ostr. n-^a)
*« V • • • •

Exercise

(a) Translate into English the following:

DPi-iDi? 5, "n-iST 4. rrnnt?'3. •UVop 2. 1.
4. «— « - , ^ T ; T I — T : T

n-nan ••aiN 7. Dt7 '7lna 6.

(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1. the blood of the covenant 2. good (is) the house of the brother

5* the great road 4* you (f.p.) killed you Cf.s.) remembered

6. they guarded 7* you (m.s.)' killed

The Qal Imperfect

It is fonned by attaching pronoun-prefixes to the stem and in some forms
pronoun-suffixes also.

The pronoun-prefixes and -suffixes (attached to the verb-stem) are as
follows:

1 o.s. —

ft«

I 1

0
.

.

1

i we

2 m.s. — tn you 2 m.p. 4 ——— n you
•

2 f.a. , ... you 2 f.p. ni —
-r

n you

5 m.s. —

•

he 3 m.p. 4^ " they

3 f.s. —

f?
she 3 f.p. ni —

T
n they

The forms of the Qal Imperfect are as follows:

1 0.3. I will (shall) kill 1 c.p. we will (shall) kill

2 m.s. you will (shall) kill 2 m.p.
ft

you will (shall) kill

2 f.s.
• #

you will (shall) kill 2 f.p. mVQppi you will (shall) kill

3 m.s. he will (shall) :kill 3 m.p. they will (shall) kill
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5 f*8« she will (shall) kill 3 ni'j'DpFi they will (shall) kill; • "T I ; '

Note: (a) One form is used for both the masculine and feminine in
the 1st person singular ( ) and 1st person plural
( ), and therefore they'are designated 1 c*o« and
1 o»p. respectively.

(b) The same form ( Vbpn ) stands for the 2 m.s. and 5 f«s.;
also, the same fom*( ni^bp^ ) stands for the 2 f.p* and
3 f.p. The constext woulcf determine how the forms should
be translated.

(c) All the forms have a Hiriq under the consonant of the
prefix except the 1 c.s. idiich has a Se^ol.

(d) A silent shewa is under the first consonant of the stem
in all the forms.

(e) All the forms have a Holem placed over the second consonant
of the stem, except those with a vocalic suffix. In forms
with a vocalic suffix, the Holem has been shortened to a

V -j vocal shewa. Hence the vocal shewa is present in the 2 f.s.
• J ( ), 2 m.p. ( .T'?ppft ) and 3 m.p. (-l'?pp"'. ). In

. the ia'tter forms a silent' shewa and a vocal shewa occur
y\ together (the silent shewa is under a consonant ending a

syllable, and the vocal shewa is imder a consonant beginning
^ \ a syllable, e.g., /p/pn )•

(f) The suffix HI found in the 2 f.p. €Uid 3 f-P- is a oonsonan-
^ \ tal suffix, jmd it is preceded by a silent shewa which has

ij, 4 been inserted under the last consonant of the stem.

//

Tp9 he visited DfTPlK Abraham

y nin"* (the) LOBD (Jehovah) servant (m.) (cstr. )
^ ' (p]X)nounoed 'sdSnay

prince (a.) (cstr. pV )

God (Elohim) (pi. in form) sword (f.) (cstr. 3.Pn )
(a.) (cstr. / v / v

•' V.' flK earth, land (f.) (cstr. )
Tin David (with def. art. fTWn )

PflT breath, wind, spirit (f.) ;
(cstr. niT ) ^

-i-

i ^k .V Anini / ' ^
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Exeroise

(.a) Translate into English the following:

.i3nD '̂4. Tps**, s, nayn 2. nin*; a-in i.

"ibifn 7. 6. Vopj 5.

(h) Write in Hebrew the following:

1* the servant of Abraham 2* great (is) the LORD 3« the daughter

of the good king 4. you (m.p.) will visit they (m.p.) will kill

6. she visited ?• they (f*p*) will remember 8« we guarded

THE SENTENCE

There are two kinds of sentences:

(1) The noun-sentenoe

It is a sentence in which the subject is a noun and the predicate is
a noun or an adjective. The nomal order is the subject first, followed
by the predicate. The verb (be) is not expressed.

Examples: (a)

(h)

predicate

ViTa
T

subject

Ttn
• r

"David (is) a man"

"David (is) great"
(see imder predicate
adjective, p» 16)

(2) The verb-sentence

In this type of sentence the verb is expressed. The verb usually stands
first, followed by the subject and then the object.

object subject verb

Example: D?D t:?''Sij "The man guarded a horse"
Literally this reads: "He~guarded, (namely) the man, a
horse," Here a noun-subject ("man"; u'* ) appears in
addition to the pronoun-subject ("he," which is included
in the verb-form ^i5*i7'"he guarded"'),!. Therefore the
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pronoun-subjec5"t is not translated# In other words j it is
not "the man ^ guarded a horse" hut simply "the man
guarded a horse."'

THE sitm OF am (definite) dirbit object

When the direct object is definite, it is marked by the sign riK or'ns .
(Note; This sign is not translated.)

Examples: (a) D-lsn n» Tn IRt?' "David guarded the horse"- .. .-r -T direct object D-l D has the definite

article and thus is definite; therefore
it is marked by HK , the sign of the
direct object)

(b) did Ho onus "Abraham guarded the horse of the
king"

(the direct objectD5D is in the construct
state and is definite because the absolute-
noun n*??? ? with which it is in construction,
has the "'definite article and is therefore
definite. Hence DID is marked by the sign
of the direct object )

(o)D1*7-n« onniK IDT "Abraham remembered Lot"
V tt:- -t (the direct objectDl*? "Lot"'is a proper

name and thus is definite. Hence it is
marked by'nu , the sign of the direct
object)

Note: The dash-like mark, called a "Maqqeph," found in ~nK is
• _ not transliterated. The transliteration of'ns is -'et.

V°°abulary

ins he wrote ny pV people (m.) (ostr. DJ)^ ) ^ ^
^ . TT '

DDr/ he judged bip voice, sound (m.) (c3tr.'?lp)
~ T

he reigned i7D3 soul, person, life (f.) (cstr. mi )
♦'-r

•^DD he counted war, battle (f.)
-T tt;•

heaven(3) (pi. in form D*33 face(s) (pi. in form) (m.) (ostr.
for D" •'DC?') (m.) (cstr. *"*" '•Js)

• - T
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Exeroise

(a) Translate into English the following:

noD nsaViDR 7, n^®!l 6. 5. Qip^i!

(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1. David wrote the book of the LORD* 2. The king judged the earth*

5* Abraham (is) a servant* 4« he will reign 3* They (m*) will guard

the house of God* 6* We will remember the sound of the battle*

THK CONJUNCTION

The usual form of the oonjimotion is the consonant Waw with a vooal shewa
under it ( 1 )*

It is attached directly to the word that follows it and means "and*"

Example: D.1Dt 2?* t? "a man and a horse"'
t »

If the conjunction appears before the consonants , Bor another Y,
or before a word with a vooal shewa under the first consonant, it becomes

*Y (Shureq).

Examples: (a) n^l'Y "and a house • '

(b)f'7fi)n "in.Y"and the word of the king" T/

When the conjunction appears before a Yodh with a vocal shewa under it,
the Yodh loses the vocal shewa under it and unites with the preceding
vocal shewa lengthening it to a Hiriq-Yodh ( * . )*

Example: HTYn-Y (instead ofUTYh- Y ) "and Judah"

When the conjunction is attached to a word whose first consonant has a
compound shewa (or hateph-vowel) under it, the vocal shewa of the prefixed .L^jJ
conjunction is changed to a full-vowel identical with the full-vowel of
the compound shewa*

Example: fiOKY (instead of nnsi ) "and truth"
(the vocal shewa has been changed to <1

a Se^ol to match the Se^ol of the
Hateph-Seghol)

Note; (a) When the conjunction is joined to the noun D^rfV.K "XJod,"
the Aleph loses the Hateph-Seghol under it and unites with
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tJae preceding vowel (Seg^ol) lengthening it to a Serej
thus instead of D^nVsl there is "and God-"'

("b) When tne conjunction is joined to the noun rrliT? "LORD,"'
the resultant form is nln**!. To get such a form it
is as though were nin*. ( mn** using tne vowels
of tne word " "Lord") and 1 were joined to
( )f ^d'then, the vocal shewa under the Waw being
lengthened to a Pathah to match the Pathah of the Hateph-
Pathah and the Yodh losing the Hateph-Pathah under it, the
form becomes rtln"! "and the LORD."

T —

When the conjunction appears directly before a syllable with the accent,
especially when joining a pair of words, the Waw often takes a Qames under
it instead of a vocal shewa.

Example: •I" "day and night"
T : - T

Vocabulary

1 and

tent (m.) (cstr. )
' • *4

DIVe;' peace (m.) (cstr.
T *

•Viy eternity (m.)
T

stone (f-) (cstr. )as)

Exercise

TDV he captured

'lap he buried
-'r

ID*? he learned
— T

t]Ti he pursued

laV he served

(a) Translate into English the following:

im dhiin -inDT 2. fPKn uv 1,
T T- .. • T; T T : - ; -r " • T ; .' • V -r x - • x

"i-y-ns T3*?* 4. *?nw-ns m'lltsri aipran -yi napb;yfl 3,

(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1. and the house of the prince 2. The LORD will judge men and women.

5. Great (is) the peace of God. 4. They (m.) will bury the sword of

the king. 5* The men of the place captured the city.
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THE PREPOSITION

The consonants & , 3,5 , normally with a vocal shewa under them, are
used as prepositions. Each is attached directly to the word that follows
it.

a means "in" or "with"

3 means "as" or "like"

5 means "to" or "for"

Examples: (a) "in a city"
! (b) Tas3 "like a stone"

(o) |a5 "to a son"
/ •

When a preposition is attached to a word whose first consonant has a vocal ^
shewa under it, the vocal shewa of the prefixed preposition is changed to
a Hiriq.

Example: ^^Ta (instead of ni"a) "in a (or, the) word-of"'

'-f

When a preposition is attached to a word whose first consonant has a
compound shewa (or hateph-vowel) under it, the vocal shewa of the prefixed
preposition is changed to a full-vowel identical with the full-vowel of
the compound shewa.

Examples: (a) (instead of ) "for service"
(before a Hateph-PathabTthe vocal shewa is changed to a Pathah)

(l>) (instead of noi'a ) "in truth"
(before* a Hateph-Seghol the vocal shewa is changed to a Seg^ol)

(o) (instead of **5^4 ) "in affliction"'
^ (before a Hateph-Qames-Hatuph the vocal shewa is changed to

fj . a Qames-Hatuph)

Note: 1) When a preposition is joined to the noun "God,"
the Aleph loses the Hateph-Seg^ol under it and unites
with the preceding vowel (Seghol) lengthening it to a
Sere; thus instead of, e.g., there is

"to God."' "

2) When a preposition is joined to the nounJllii* "LORD,"
the resultant form is, e.g.,hi• To geb such
a form it is as thou^ '®re njn* ( hlh"* using
the vowels of the word *31^ "Lord") and 5 were
joined to f; and then, the vocal shewa under
the Lamedh being lengthened to a Pathah to match the Pathah
of the Hateph-Pathah and the Yodh losing the Hateph-Pathah
under it, the form becomes nin''5 "to the LORD."

T

When a preposition is joined to a noun idiicb has the definite article,
both the vocal shewa of the prepostion and the He of the definite article
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prefixed to the noun drop out, and the preposition assumes the vowel
(patheUa) that was under the He of the definite article. ^
Example: (instead of king" , ^
If a preposition is joined to a noun whioh has the definite article hut
whose first consonant cannot double, the vowel assumed by the preposition ^
is a Qames (the vowel which was under the He of the definite article).

Example: (instead of ly*'sn*? ) "to the man" /
• -r

When a preposition appears before a Yodh with a vocal shewa under it,
the Yodh loses the vocal shewa under it and unites with the preceding
vocal shewa lengthening it to a Hiriq-Yodh ( * . )•

Example: nTin""? (instead of ) "for Judah"

Sometimes before a syllable which has the accent the preposition has
a Qames under it instead of a vocal shewa.

Example: nn'S'? (instead of ) "for a burden"'
- T - t

Another preposition is » which means "from." The Nun is often
assimilated or absorbed into the first consonant of the word to whioh
] O is prefixed, resulting in the doubling of the consonant into whioh

the Nun is assimilated.

Example: (instead of ) "from a king**'

If the first consonant of the word to whioh If? is joined cannot be doubled,
the Hiriq under the 0 in is lengthened to a Sere to compensate for this,

Example: (instead of 'i*" ^ ) "from a man"

When ^0 appears before a noun which has the definite article, it regularly
stands separated from the noun and is normally followed by the dash-like
sign Maqqeph. The Nun is not sissimilated.

Example:?|^ron'|r5 "from the king"'

Note: On rare occasions |p is joined directly to the noun with the
article, in which case the Nun is assimilated. But since the
He of the article (which remains intact) cannot be doubled,
the fiiriq under the 0 in^p is lengthened to a Sere to
compensate for this.

Example: "from the king"

Vocabulary

^ ,h:
a in, iiitii, !>* py fountain, eye (f.) j

•- (o3tr. py)
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3 asy like HTln* Judah

*? to. for he burned
. » '-r

"]0 from, out of he sought

Exercise

(a) Translate into English the following:

n^Es. ] n*3n-n« 'lijni? 4. nan-To 3. ly-s*? 2. 1.
— I . Vv""

EiQ 1Q0 ipi33 8. las 7. m-in-a ,r[*?rarT e. n'Jiy'? -4/

(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1. from a priest 2. Gold (is) like silver. 3« You (m.s.) wrote

in a book* 4* The woman sou^t the word of Gk>d in the tent*

5* They (m.) will capture the city for the son*

DEGREES- OF COMPARISON

(1) The Comparative Degree

The oompeLrative degree is usually expressed by using |D » which in
such a usage is translated "than*"

Example: TlHfp 21D '^better than David"; literally: "'good from
^' David"

(the adjective 21Q "good" is in the
comparative degree "better," and is
translated "than")

(2) The Superlative Degree

Sometimes ]p is used in such comparisons.

Example: Tin ^ 3 EO llBn "the best of the sons of David"; literally:
" '' "" "the good from the sons of David"

(the adjective 21u "'good," taking the
article, is translated as a superlative
"best" and is followed by a noun with the
prefixed | r3 )

'?n'Ka n*^n-ns n^Vni 10. n*";ian Dn-n« 13T. 9.



THE PRONOUN

(1) The Personal Pronoun

S.

"IK or -^'IW I (o.)
/ -4 • X

you (m«)

you (f.)

; > SMil he

K" n she
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P.

»U ni K. we (o.)

DPiK you (a*)

you (f.)

nrsn or on they (m.)
T"

njn or ] n they (f.)

uo-a^j

->

When a 7erh follows^ the personal pronoun is used to place the
emphasis on the one performing the action*

or

Example: I will guard the son," i*e*,
* ' "I, even I, will guard the son"

"1 will guard the son" (the pronoun
being underlined for emphasis)

It is also used i^en no verb is expressed*

Example: nirr^ " Di "l (am) the LORD"

(2) The Demonstrative Pronoun

S.

n Tthis (m*)

riK'Tthis (f.)

K>1 n that (m*)
i

<K"n that (f*)

P.

nbthese (c.)

DH or nrsn those (m*)
•• T »•

I n or rt'l n those (f.)

It is used to point out tiie person or thing referred to*

Examples: (a) if ton Kn HT "this (is) the good man"

(b) Cllton D"D'lsn nb K "these (are) the good horses"

When used like an attributive adjective, it follows a noun which is
definite, and, like the noun, takes the definite article*

Example: ti" Kn "that man"'; literally: "the man, the that (one)"
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(-3) The Relative Pronoun

The form used as a relative pronoun is ^17^. | which means "who" or
"which."

Example: DASn'ril:? '?Qp "7" sn "the man who killed the horse";
" T *' '* ' literallyr "the man who he killed

the horse"'

With the addition of the adverh Dt7 "there" ( uW • • )» we get
.oh • . . there," iTe., "where." ^
'7* ; 317* oiprsn "the place which he dwelt there,"'
* TV. r i.e., "the place where he dwelt"'

the meaning "which • • . there," i.e., "where."

Example: Q

(4) The Interrogative Pronoun

There are two interrogative pronouns:

(a) •'9 , which means "who?"

Example: nran '•[p "Who (are) they?"

(b) hn or hD , irtiich means "what?"

Examples: 1) n«'n nFi« nn "What (are) you seeing?"

2) fl'T-no "What (is) this?"

Note: hD has the pointing of the definite article, i.e.,
before consonants that are doubled (as T in HT
above) it has a Pathah under the Mem; before consonants
that cannot be doubled (as in hflX above) it has
a Qames under the Mem. When it is joined to the word
which follows it, HD has a Pathah under the Mem and
the dash-like si^ Maqqeph ( 'nrp ).

Vocabulary

n he, that (m.) nn or no
T "•

what?

ir n she, that (f.) D[7*
T

there

HT this (m.) who, which

nw'T this (f.) . . . lys
T

where

"9 who? D"
T

sea (m.) (ostr. 0^ )
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Exercise

(a) Translate into English the following:

4. 3. tun "o 2. o^isn-ni) 1.

7. riK'̂ n ]iKn-nx -inap" 6. n '̂«n 5.

nron'jfon dI-^l m*n'» n''na-n« lan 8. n-y^n-iD •'•aiio ni?«n
TT : ' — • T .♦ . • V - T •T ' » ' •; ••T

(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1. This (is) the plaoe where he dwelt. 2. These (are) the good nen,
5. You, you (m.s.) will judge the priest in the land of Judah.
4. The peace of Gtod reigned in the soul of that man. 5^ Who (are)
these women?

THE INTERROGATIVE HE

Hebrew has no question mark. Rather, to Indicate a question the consonant
He, usually witii a Hateph-Pathah xinder it ( ri ), is used. It is attached
directly to the word which follows it.

Example: 04i3n n TH "(Is) this the horse?"

THE LOCATIVE HE

The vowel-letter He (i.e., the consonant He used as a vowel-letter) and the
long vowel Qames which it marks comprise the ending Ĥ called the "locative
He." It is so called because it is attached, as a suffix, to nouns which
refer to places or locations. It indicates "place towards which" or "plaoe
to which."

Example: "towards the city"

f '
THE NEGATIVE

(1) "not"' is the negative used with a verb. It immediately precedes
the verb.

Example:, Sf? "Lot did not guard the house"; literally:
"hot did he guard, (namely) Lot, the
house"

(2) ] " i?"nothing-of" is the negative used with a noun. It immediately
precedes tne noun.

( 7 T ^
/> ' *
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Exampleil^D DiBn pS "the horse is not good"; literally: "nothing
"of the horse (is) good"

Vooabnlary

not (used with a verb) prophet (m.)

ps not (used with a novai) tJHp holiness (m.) (ostr. )
mountain (m.) (ostr# )

~ (with def# art. 'inn )
^12^ he broke in pieces

- T

n*?n he went, walked
- T

he ate

'?5L upon, above, over

-•?« unto, into, towards
•

^ '-'f
r \

%

Exercise

(a) Tbanslate into English the following:

n'7n)'? HTn 3. ]•»» 2. ^ !•

ninn n^n 5. bn'sa tiKiiTis tnani R*aan 'mE? 4,
T • TT-r '-T 7 T V " 'T- ;•

TiKn by n-ian-riK atJD" 7 m'n- n^a-bsi nnn-bs .iiabn e.
' •/T "" • — V - • • T ! " V «' '•* T

(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1# (Is) this the horse from the king? 2. Abraham did not guard the

tent. 5« The peace of God (was) upon the king. 4. A man of holiness

walked towards the city. 5» I will pursue the man unto the place.

6. They (m.) will not break in pieces the house.

THE REGULAR VERB (GONTD.)

The Qal Imperative

The Imperative expresses a command and is used in the second person.

-4 .
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It is formed "by attaching pronoun-suffixes to the stem.

The pronoun-suffixes (attached to the verb-stem) are as follows;

2. m.s. (none) you 2 m.p. you

2 f.3. * ^ you 2 f.p. ni you

The forms of the Qal Imperative are as follows:

2 m.s. kill (you) 2 m.p. kill (you)

2 f.s. ''Vop kill (you) 2 f.p. niVop kill (you)

Note: (a) The 2 m.s. and 2 f.p. look exactly like the corresponding
forms in the Imperfect, except that they lack the prefix
(i.e., Vop 2 m.s. Impv. and 2 m.s. Impf. look
alike, except that lacks the prefix R; and ruVop,
2 f.p. Impv. and njVQpFi^ f.p. Impf. likewise look alike,'
except that niVtap lacks the prefix n ).

(b) Tne vocal shewa under the first consonant in the 2 f.s.
and 2 m.p. has been changed to a Hiriq to avoid the
occurrence of two vocal shewas in a row (e.g., we find

instead of as the form of the 2 f.s.).

Exercise

Ihranslate into English the following:

nann-nK 2. ni7'«n-ns I'apJ Tas Voa
TT- • • 'J T T'T •/ 7'; — 'T •; ;

rVdn «*? 4. F'lKn Djj-nsi nfn^ naynR niiDt 3. nosn-TD
:'.-r ' VTT - ; vv v V"~ ''

i-yn Dy tn'SR-ns a-ri'pR 5. on*?
• T - •• T V v " "" V ' v.* • '

The Qal Infinitive

The Infinitive occurs in two forms:

(1) The Infinitive Absolute ,

The form is Viop "killing"' " i
't

(Note: The Holem-Waw between the second and third consonants
is a ch£uraoteri3tic of the Qal I.A.)
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It is used primarily to emphasize the action expressed by the
main verb and is usually placed before the verb.

Example: Vofpn '7lQp "killing, you shall kill," i.e., "you
shall surely kill"' or "you shall kill

(the verb-action being underlined for
emphasis)

r •'

(2) The Infinitive Construct

The form is V^p "to kill" or "killing"' ^
(Note: The is the same in form as the 2 m.s* Impv.)

Farequently a preposition is attached directly to the Infinitive
Construct:

(a) The preposition *7 is frequently prefixed to the Infinitive,
often expressing purpose*

Example: Vtap*? "to kill" or "in order to kill,"' i.e., "for
• ' the purpose of killing"'

Note: When a preposition is prefixed to the I.C., the vocal
shewa under the prefixed consonant is changed to a Hiriq
to avoid the use of two vocal shewas in a row (thus we
have Vop*? instead of Vop'? ). And, in addition,
when i& prefixed to the I.e., the vocal shewa under
the first consonant of the I.C* becomes a silent shewa

(the syllable-division is^tD/p*? ').

(b) Also, the prepositions a and 3 are sometimes prefixed to
the Infinitive, often in'a time-clause. The prefixed
preposition occurs first, the Infinitive second and the
subject last.

Example: "when David killed" (literally: "in the
' killing of David")

Vocabulary

Dy with, along with nathe sacrificed ( nat* ^
"^3 m.s. Impf.) ~ ' ,^ IQeSa XnipX• ^ ' > I' J J

naTfp altar (m.) (cstr. natfj )
' ' iq«he said

naf sacrifice (m.) (cstr.
^ na T ) .W- lay he passed over, transgressed

~ - -r

aV heart (m.) (ostr.a^,*al3); ttVK '̂he sent ( 5 m.s.
or aa*? (m.) (cstr.aa^ ) ^Impf.)
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."7

t-t

at! motlaer (f.) (ostr. DS ) yo!?'he neard ( V /•

Exercise

3 m.s. Impf.)" **

(a) Translate into English the following:

.i"i2Tn itaT 2. crCpw in.n-n« TbV*? N''i-3n-n« ^atihn 1.
. r- V ; : • -r • V; •/ ' ' V ' t

'^niT K*? 4, narran "py nat^ 3, ndh

ax-nt! -nat?' s,

(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1. He sacrificed upon the altar of the LORD# 2# Guard (m.s.) the

tent# 3# Capturing, you (m#s.) shall capture the people of the

great city# 4# He will not hear the word# 5* when David reigned

(lit.: in the reigning of David)

The Qal Participle

It appears in two forms:

(1) The Active Participle

Its form is "jop "killing"

It may be used like ftrgEBdidajiOgrti^eqt . ^
Example: D-tsn-nw '?Db HH "the man (is) killing the horse"

Note: The Participle is timeless# The context would determine
the time of the action# For instance, ti:ie above example
(in a context in past time) would be translated: "the man
(was) killing the horse#"

/uJ^

Bie Participle may be used like an attributive adjective. 7/hen
so used, it is definite and takes the definite article, if the
noun it modifies is definite#

Example: DlBn-ns '?0'i3n Xh "the man who is killing the horse"
(the wordsijpn ly* Kh mean
literally: "the man,'' the j^onej

, killing")

K *y\t
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The Participle has endings comparable to those of the noun and is
found in both the absolute and construct states:

abs.

S. P.

ostr. abs.

n5D*p(or n'jDp ) n5p'p (or n5ci'p ) ni'PDp

ostr.

*•5 lap

nt'piab

Note: (a) The Holem over the first consonant is a characteristic
of the Qal Active Participle.

(b) When an ending is attached, the Oere under the second
consonant shortens to a vocal shewa (e.g., 5Qp but

), except in the form n5pp^y which has a

The Participle agrees in number and gender with the noun or pronoim
with which it is in construction.

Examples: (a) D*'5Q'p "the horses are killing the
' • - ifing"

(b) D.lsn ns n^Dpn nur't?n "the woman who is killing the
horse'

"we (m.) are killing"'

"we (f.) are killing"'

Co)

(d) ni'TDb .13 r»3 x

When the Participle is used in the construct state, it is used
like a noun.

Example: 27" sn "^Db

f k • /, ..,

"the killers of the man," i.e., "those
who are killing the man" (the construct

is definite because the noun

whidh follows it, and with which it is
in construction, is definite)

(2) The Passive Participle

Its form is 5.1 dd "being killed"
T

It may be used like a predicate adjective.

Example: 5.1Dp "the king (is) being killed"

/>
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It may te used like an attributive adjeotive.

Example: 'j-tQpn )|'?ran "tbe king who is being killed'"T- (literally: "the king, thejT^on^
being killed")

It has endings oomparable to those of the noun and is found in
both the absolute and construct states:

abs«

m. '7.1DD

f. n'7'itDp)

S.

ostr*

*7 'lop

abs«

• -•j-IDp
* * •

ni'P'lop

P.

cstr.

ni'j-iQp

'V • V.

tJote: (a) A Shureq following the second consonant is a characteristic
of the Qal Passive Participle.

(b) In all forms except the m.s. abs. the Qames under the
first consonant has been shortened to a vocal shewa.

The Participle agrees in number and gender with the noun or pronoun
with which it is in construction.

Examples: (a) •"VlOp D-O-lorj "the horses are being killed"

(b) ni*?-lDp nan "they (f.) are being killed"'

When the Participle is used in the construct state, it is used like
a noun.

Example:
T ; .. !

"the ones being blessed of the LORD,"
i.e., "those who are being blessed of
the LORD" ( nfn*; "LORD'" is a proper
name and thus is definite; therefore,
the Participle in construction with it
is definite)

Vocabulary

Adam; (collect.) mankind,
man (m.) (cstr. )

nyi boy (m.) (cstr. "lyi )

{or b^b ) night (m.)
(cstr. )noTR ground (f.) (cstr. )

T-r

nona (collect.) cattle (f.)
' (cstr. riDna )

" nation (m.)

/

c

/V

crt » V '•

^ " 7 ^
/-

y

•
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burnt offering (f.) ^"*1^ light (in#)
(cstr. nVy ) (ostr. ^1x)

Tia garment (m.) ^ -V.a/. ''a
•s {jT.f r ov

Exeroise

(a) Translate into English the followingt

n"!;! nona nitih'n 2. l.

K^n 5. n^p-toipn nivwh 4. Tian-nw D'̂ na'p kZ-kh 3.
T ^ T * T *4 V

;-y 7^ unb •I'jDK n^an-'ys •in'?n g.

nDDH'tD "lann ninri'? nnb*??! s. ni'jt'/a D-DVnn o'l/aun bn ni'n-
»i •.- » . TT- ; -r : : * - 'T-j-r - -r ;

nvf iniT n57'« nnn-'ps -my 9,
T ; -r '.• "." "^T V .' T

(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1. Abraham was serving the XiORD* 2* They (a*) (are) the ones being

blessed of God. % The nation is remembering the oovenant. 4* Good

(are) the men who are guarding the ground of the prinoe. 5- The horses

are being buried in the tent.

The Stative Verb

Bae stative verb describes a state (instead of an action).

(Note: Differences between the stative verb and the active verb occur
in the Qal only.)

(1) The Pathah-Stative

Example: (3 Pf») "he was holy""

There is no difference in the Perfect between the Pathah-Stative
verb and the active verb. But differences occur in the Imperfect
and Imperative: instead of a Holem over the second consonant of
the stem, as in *7'iDp*' ( } 3* Impf.), there is a Pathah \mder
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this consonant in the Pathah-Stative in forms without a suffix
or with a oonsonantal suffix. The Pathah-Stative is regular in
forms with a vooalic sxiffix (having a vocal shewa under the
second consonant of the stem)•

Examples: (a)(a) 3 m. s. Impf.

W nriinn 2 f.p. Impf.

(o) rnp 2 m.s. Impv.

(d) 13-yip
T ; —';

2 f.p. Impv.

(e) 2

•

CO
•

Impf.

(2) The Sere-Stative

Example: 13,3 (3 m.s. Pf.) "he was heavy"'

In the Perfect the Sere-Stative is regular in all forms except
the 3 m.s. ( 13.3 ), which has a Sere instead of a Pathah (as
in ) underl;he second consonant. (The Act. Part, is the
same in form as the 3 m*s. Pf.» thus: •)

In the Imperfect and Imperative, the Sere-Stative is like the
Pathah-Stative: it has a Pathah under the second consonant of

and is regular in forms with a vocalic suffix.

Examples: (a) 133"
^ • 4

3 m.s. Impf.

(Tj) 131331
T'

2 f.p. Impf.

(o) 133 2 m.s. Impv.

(d) 13133
T . - .

2 f.p. Impv.

(e) "1331 2 f.s. Impv. (this form is regular)

(3) The Holem-Stative

Example: (3 m.s. Pf.) "he was small"
T

In the Perfect the Holem-Stative has a Holem over the second
consonant of the stem (instead of a Pathah, as in > under
it) in all forms except those with a vocalic suffix (which are
regular) or with the consonantal suffixes on and (which
have a Qames-Hatuph under the second consonant).

Examples: (a) 1 c.s.

(h) |*Dp 5 ("the Act. Part, is the same in form)
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(d)

(e)
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ni\2r:
T : 'T

0^3 Dp
'/: T*;

3 f.s. (this form is regular)

2 m«p. (this form has a Qaraes-Hatuph
under the second consonant)

'1'3'Qp 1 c.p, (in this form the Nun of the
stem has been assimilated into

the Nun of the suffix and has
doubled it; thus we have

•1*3"Dp instead of -13 3Dp )

The Imperfect and Imperative of the Holem-Stative are like the
Imperfect and Imperative of both the Pathah-Stative and Sere-
Stative. That is, there is a Pathah under the second consonant
of the stem in forms without a suffix or with a consonantal suffix
and there is the regular vocal shewa under this consonant in forms
with a vocalic suffix.

Examples: (a)

(b)

(o)

(d)

(e)

] Dp* 3 ni.s. Impf.

nJDpn 2 f.p. Impf.

] Dp 2 m.s. Impv,

(in this form the Nun of the
stem has been assimilated into
the Nun of tne suffix and has

doubled it; thus we have
instead ofna DpB

n3 3 Qpn )

niDp 2 f.p. Impv. (in this form the Nun of the
" • stem has been assimilated

into the Nun of the suffix,
as in the 2 f.p. Impf. above)

*3DpI^ 2 f.s. Impf. (this form is regular)

Vocabulary

he was holy

113 he was heavy
-» T

]'Dp he was small

1^ hand (f.) (cstr. 1^ )

pi tree (m.) (ostr. J'y )

nph morning (m.)

liy evening (m.)
(cstr. 11y )

yi bad (f. nyi )
— tT

holy

]* a between
/.
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Exeroiae

(a) Translate into EngUsh the following:

n*'a-ns •i"ir3;7 2. n*?!? •"ian *7^ "'I 1.
; ' • T-r; • \ "T V**.' -

'inj^nipD pii fy pa 3, nipn~n«

nVrt 6, "ian arTT-nw p'lsi? 5. niasn *3a*nK -iQa^^ 4.

Qstron DVa nVn"*? *iin 7, Vn8n"*7S psn oy,
T • • "- ; T - --r —. TT.'

(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1* the evening and the morning 2* The judgment of the LORD will

be heavy upon the bad woman* 3* The bad boy is killing the horse*

4* Adam sought the LORD* 3* You (m*p*) were small in the eye of

God*

The Jussive

In form the Jussive is like the Imperfect, but it is used only in the
second and third persons*

It expresses a wish or command*

Example: *?bp* (3 m*s*) "let him kill" (not "he will kill," which is
the Imperfect)

Note; The context would determine whether Vop".
should be translated as a Jussive or as-an

Imperfect*

The negative used with the Jussive is *7 K (meaning "not"), not Kb
(also meaning "not," but which is used with the Imperfect).

Example: Vl3ptl bK (2 m.s* with bx ) "do not kill"' (not "you shall
• not kill," which is b'OpPl Kb £Kb with the

Imperfect _])

The Gohortative • '' ' f ^ '*
In form the Gohortative is like the Imperfect but with the ending n
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attached.

It is used only in the first person and expresses an exhortation.

Examples: (a) n'?ppS (1 o.s.) "let me kill"; (the Imperfect first
person singular is ; the addition of
the ending in the Go'hortative causes the
Holem over the second consonant of the stem
to shorten to a vocal shewa)

(h) (1 c.p.) "let us kill"' (the Imperfect first
person plural is } here again the
addition of the ending in the Cohortative
causes the Holem to shorten to a vocal shewa)

The ffaw Gonversive (Gonseoutive)

(1) With the Imperfect:

When the conjunction Waw is used with the Imperfect tense in past
time, it is called the "Waw Conversive." It is so called because
it has been thought to convert the Imperfect from its usual use in
future time to a use in past time.

Die Waw Conversive with the Imperfect has the pointing of the
definite article, i.e., the Waw, which is attached directly to the
Imperfect, has a Pathah (instead of the regular vocal shewa) under
it; and the consonant of the pronoun-prefix attached to the stem
of the Imperfect is doubled.

Example: Vop^l "and he killed"'

Ihe Imperfect with Waw Conversive regularly followa the Perfect in
past time and is translated like it (i.e., as a past tense).
Example: "t'Sp'* 1 *7Dp "he killed and he buried"'

Note: If a word is inserted between the Waw and the verb, the verb
will revert to the Perfect and the Waw will take the regular ^
vocal shewa.

Example: *7 50 "he killed and he did not bury"'
T

When the Waw Conversive precedes a consonant which cannot be doubled,
the Pathah under the Waw is lengthened to a Qames.

Example: '̂Dpt^l "and I killed"'

(2) With the Perfect:

When the conjunction Waw is used with the Perfect tense in future
time, it is also called the "Waw Conversive."' It is so called
because it has been thought to convert the Perfect from its usual
use in past time to a use in future time.

">7
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The Waw is attached directly to the Perfect and takes the
regular vocal shewa under it* And no douhling occurs*

Example: "and he will kill"'
~ T;

Oho Perfect with Waw Gonversive regularly follows the Imperfect
in future time and is translated like it (i.e., as a future
tense)•

Example: n^pl "iie "ill kill and he will bury"

Note; If a word is inserted between the Waw and the verb, the verb
will revert to the Imperfect*

Example: ''he will kill and he will not
bury"'

Vocabulary

not (used with the Jussive)

temple, palace (m*) (cstr.

^ "ja" n)

head (m*) (cstr. )

nny dust (m*) (cstr* "loy )
T T -

DDH wise (f. HDDn )
T-r TT-.

Exercise

Moses

Samuel

nn'7 Sarah
TT

*7 Israel
"T '

nxiiy he ceased, rested

• -4
r-

• • fy.

(a) Translate into English the following verb-forms:

5, 4. 3. -nrp^yn 2.

n'apR 10. ^15^ 9. Tiiy 8. n^.'̂ 7. s

piVjpt 14. nt?mK 13. 12. lirD'? 11

IG. 15

rT*?E)p 1
T ; V

V ^

' ''"y

<<
'yC

<
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(1)) Translate into English the following:

nVni 3. .i^dt 2, l.

ns Vdp'"^ *?m 5. n-Tn narpn Vy nnaTW 4. ai'Eil

7. D''ri*?i( npn-riN n^ibi 6. n*?!?^ "pD^na
: • ' v; - *. V •; '•" tt ; V.: • t —

Q3l^ .UDTll
T • ' • - T ' T

(0) Write in Hebrew the following:

!• they judged and they guarded 2. he will judge and he will

guard 5. Let him kill the priest. 4* Let me bury the prince.

5. we killed and we did not bury 6. and I pursued ?• You (m.s.)

shall not judge the sons of Israel.

The Derived Conjugations of the Verb

We have studied the basic conjugation, the Qal. Tnere are six other
conjugations. These are called "derived"' conjugations. They are so
called because they develop or build on the idea of the basic conjugation
(Qal).

The six derived conjugations are as follows::

(1) The tJiphal

It is the passive of the Qal»

Example: *? t:3p (Qal 3 m.s. Pf.) "he killed"' (active); '?Dp3 (Niphal
~ 5 m.s. Pf.) "he was killed"' (passive)

(2) The Piel ^

It is the intensive of the Qal.

Example: bap (Qal 5 m.s. Pf.) "he killed"'; bsj^ (Piel 3 m-s* Pf*)
"he murdered"

(5) The Pual

It is the passive of the Piel.

Example: bap (Piel 5 ni.s. Pf.) "he murdered"' (active); bap
(Pual 3 m.s. Pf.) "he was murdered" (passive)'"



(4) The Hithpael

It is the reflexive of the Piel,

Example: '7t;ijD(Piel 5 ni.s, Pf.) "he murdered" (active);
' (Hithpael 5 ni*s- Pf.) "he murdered himself" (reflexive)

(5) The Hiphil

It is the causative of the Qal.

Example: 5 Pf-) "he killed"; 'P^Qpn (Hiphil 3 m.s. Pf*)
"he caused to kill" ' • '

(6) The Hophal

It is the passive of the Hiphil.

Example:^;* ippn(Hiphil 3 m.s. Pf.) "he caused to kill"" (active); '7DprT
• (Hophal 3 m.s. Pf.) "he was caused to kill"' (passivejr
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achrn

The Perfect in all seven conjugations is as follows

Qal Niphal Piel Pual Hithpael Hiphil Hophal

1 OS -R^gpl "n'jKp •*rn'7apnn ^R'7Qpn '•R'pDpn
* " : T

2 ms R'7Dp3
t; •

Fi'pap
•p > -'

i:i*?apnn n*?Qpn

2 fs n'JDp
: ; -'t

Fi^5p3 n'jas n'j'ap,
• « *»

pi*?tiipnii R'7opn n'7Qpn

3 ms *7 tap '?tap^ *?i2pnn *?'*Qpri *7Qpn
he

killed

he was

killed

he

murdered

he was

murdered

he murdered

himself

he caused

to kill

he was

caused to

3 fa n'riDp
T rr

n^iTpi n'7t3p
T J '•

rt'?top n*?tDpnn
T; : •

nV^Qpn DpR
T i .'r

1 op •U*7t!lp
. - 't

.U^Dpl 'U'jtSD
$ — ♦ ^

-1 zbap .I3*?t0pnn •u'7Dpn •ll'rtDprT

2 mp DR'ptap •n'?Dpi DR'?ap dpi'? tap DR*?tjipnn DR*?Qpi1 DR*7Qpn
V - : T

2 fp |R*7t3p IRVapnri |F1*?Dpn ]fl*?Qp!^
5 op .1*?IDp_^ •l*7C3pJ •I*? tap

• ' •
•1*7 sp •i'?iapnii •1*7 "Dpn .i*?Dpn

•' :

Hbte: (a) The suffixes

conjugations
tnat are used in the Qal

•

are also used in all the other
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(b) The 3 m.s* in all the oonjugations has no suffix.

(o) The Niphal, Hithpael, Hiphil and Hophal have a prefix attached to the
verb-stem:

1) The Niphal has. a prefixed 1 (a Nun with a Hiriq under it). The
letters "Ni" of the word "Niphal"' help one to remember this.

2) The Hithpael has a prefixed nn ( a He with a Hiriq under it followed
by a Tau with a silent shewa'under it). The letters "Hith"' of the
word "Hithpael" help one to remember this.

5) The Hiphil has a prefixed n (a He with a Hiriq under it). The
letters "Hi" of the word "Hiphil"' help one to remember this.

4) The Hophal has a prefixed n (a He with a Qames-Hatuph [not a QamesJ
under it). The letters "Ho'̂ of the word "Hophal" help one to remember
this.

(d) Under the first consonant of the Piel a Hiriq is foiuid throughout.

(e) Under the first consonant of the Pual a Qibbus is found throu^out.

(f) The second consonant of the stem is doubled in the Piel, Pual and Hithpael.

(g) The Hiphil has a Hiriq-Yodh ( *•.) as the vowel of the stem in the 5 m.s.,
3 f.s. and 3 o.p. (i.e., in forms without a consonantal suffix).

Vocabulary

e/pa (from ) he sought (Piel)

(from ) he taught (Piel)

\ (from on'? ) he fought (Niphal)

(for ; from 'lin )
he spoke (Piel)

"19 3 (for 193; from 1D3 )
' he covered, pardoned ("IPiel)

-• (Vi

'VP'x
e

rr

^13 he knelt

rj'ia (for1^3 ; from ^13 ) ^ •
he blessed (Piel) ^ ^ p 2^w—

n^t7* (forn^'^'; from y
he sent away (Piel)*^ ,

(from ) he threw,
oast (Hiphil)

3'""lpn (from inp ) he offered
' •' (Hiphil) "

/

y
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Exercise

(a) Translate into English the following:

nipn -ni? Tnsn itd*? 2. 'jrika, nncy n«i Diiiik n« 1.
••y. • 7 •• '• I T ^-r .. • T-r: '

n'jiyi niT •Ti-'npn 4, Vlia *?ipa oyV *7K?ot7 nan 3. niaiD

6. |as 5. rnirt*; fnsa D"n''?K natp "yy

n'7iDpn 8. nnn Vy ynn jy^sn py nnn'73 7. n'?v'?a ctyin-ns
y j ; T ~ "T • f T' • -r —

natrsn j-a-i 'ja^nn pa n'rspnrj 9. anna fn«n Dy-n«

("b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1« She was murdered in the house of the father of the bad man® 2® You

(m.s.) taught the word® 5® The LORD blessed the men. 4. He knelt upon

the ground. 5® You (ra®p.) sent away the people in the morning. 6. They
oast the men out of the house.

The Imperfect in all seven conjugations is as follows:

Qal Niphal Piel Ehial Hithpael Hiphil Hophal

1 OS •jbpw 'rtDps
'• T

'?apK *?Qpn« ^"91?5L ' :t

2 ms '7'tDpn bppn bapH *7apn '?apnin t^iQpn *7ppn

2 fs '*'?ppn "•bpisn ••VapEi "'japnR

3 ma Vop^
* !'t '

^ap^ b"* Qp''_ ''5R't
he will he will be he will he will be he will he will he will be

kill killed murder murdered murder oause to caused to

himself kill kill

3 fs VtDpn "jQpn
" T •

•riapn
»

•japnn '?''ppn bopEi
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1 cp VDp^l '?Dpl '7fflp3 *?ppn3 *7*0^3
1

•?Qp^

2 mp .I'jppn 3'7apn •l*7ffipfl 'I'jQpriR 4*7*0^13 .l'?0pR

2 fp niVapn ni *7 0(313 n3*?BpFl-r: ..L; nibapR n3'?0pnR n3y0pR rT3*?Qpn

3 mp •^*^9 PA .i'7 0ra^
; 'r'

-'l'?0p'»^ •3*7 tap* -1*7 Dp*
: : T

3 fp niVQpR n3*?0pPl
T' - >•

n3*?0pn
t:

ns'rapR n3'?apnR
T \ '•: '

n3*?0pn n3'7DpR

Note; (a) The suffixes that are used in the Qal are also used in all the other
oonjugationSy and so are the consonants of the prefixes*

(h) Like the Qal, the Niphal and Hithpael have a Se^ol under the prefixed 8
in the 1 o*8* and a Hiriq under the prefixed consonant in the other forms,

(c) A vocal shewa is found under the prefixed consonant in all the forms of
the Piel and Pual, with exception of the 1 c.s* which has a Hateph-Pathah
( —) because the 8 does not take a vocal shewa under it.

(d) In the Hiphil, a Pathah is found under the prefixed consonant in all the
forms and the characteristic Hiriq-Yodh (* . ) is the vowel of the stem
in all the forms except those with a consonantal suffix (which have a
Sere).

(e) The characteristic Qames-Hatuph is found under the prefixed consonant in
all forms of the Hophal.

(f) In the Niphal, the first consonant of the stem is doubled and has a Qames
under it. (The prefixed Nun has been assimilated into the first consonant
of the stem and has doubled it; thus we find, e.g., instead of

*?QpS* •)

(g) The characteristic Qibbus is found under the first consonant of the stem
in the Pual.

(h) The Piel, Pual and Hithpael have the characteristic doubled second consonant
of the stem; the Hithpael has also the distinctive n as the second conso
nant of the prefix.

garden (m. and f.)
" (ostr. t i )

Vocabulary

"ns fruit (m.) (ostr. '•is )

/

:

•j '

.4/

niD death (m.) (cstr.niD ) ^ /

until
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*7 3 (or"*7 3) all, every,
the irtiole (m.) (catr. V3 )

]p T old
"T /

Dio water(s) (pi. in form for
• (m.) (ostr. *p)

(from Via ) he divided
• •• (Hiphilp /

n *13 he out

n''*ia n"i3 he made a covenant
-T he out a covenant)

Exercise

(a) Translate into English the following:

]aa DTN Dy rr^i-L nns 2. I'lyn ^y ]p-^^ .'I'̂ rDn-nN m'n*' 1,
TT * ♦ . -T V T "• •T'" VV— V "Ti

fyn "nsp DTK '?Ds 4. fiKri o'lrsa pa 3.

non'jmn ni^a 6. Di"n-'?D •iniT' 5,
T ~ tt; . - . .r* • - r -T-.T V

(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1. (Is) this the hand of God? 2. He made a covenant in the garden.

3. The old priest will teach the good prince. 4* We will speak to

the prophet in the house of the sons of Samuel. 5* The man will be

caused to remaiiber the covenant of the LORD.

The Imperative in the five conjugations that have an Imperative is as follows:

(Note; The Pual and Hophal are used only in the passive and therefore do not
have an Imperative; the Niphal is sometimes used in the active, e.g.,

on*?3"he fought," and thus does have an Imperative.),

2 ms

2 fs

Qax Niphal Piel Hithpael Hiphil

*?bp onV n
.. T »

bap. bffipnrr bippn
kill fight murder murder' cause to

yourself

*^t3p ••blpfD "b-Qprr



Z mp

2 fP ni'j'DD

•Tr^n^ n
~:t •

T : - T •
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•I'Ttpi^nrt

n3*?i3jDnfi n3'?Qpn
r

Note; (a) The suffixes that are used in the Qal are also used in the
other oonjugations*

(b) As in the Impf., the Hiphil has a Pathah under the prefixed
consonant; it also has the charaoteristic Hiriq-Yodh as the
vowel of the stem in forms with a vooalic suffix,

(c) The 2 m.s. Hiphil has a Sere as the vowel of the stem (there
is also a Sere as the vowel of the stem in the 2 f#p. Hiphil).

(d) As in the Impf., the Niphal has the charaoteristio doubled
first consonant (of the stem) with the Qames under it. Note
also the Hateph-Pathah (instead of the vocal shewa) under the
Heth in the verb nnV m the 2 f.s. and 2 m.p.

• ""T

(e) Ihe Piel and Hithpael have the characteristic doubled second
consonant of the stem; the Hithpael has also the distinctive

n as the second consonant of the prefix.

Vocabulary

niin law (f.) (cstr. n*iin )
T

kings (ostr.^n)'7n )
' T : ! ~

• ""IDD books (c3tr.''^3D )

words (cstr." "12-^ )
' -T ^ •

judgments (cstr."D3t:^ )
• T : • : j '

• servants (cstr. )

ways (ostr. " nnn )

n lands Costr. )
T-; ; —

D" 3 IN stones (ostr. * 3 IK )

D" m t sacrifices (cstr. "HIT )
' T : " t '

Exercise

(a) Translate into English the following:

D^"iayn-nK -tViiiio 2. nniRn-^rp litsn '•nay 1,

n^in-riK -iiiyi 4, nn'nn "niDp'-'riKra ins 3, K''2-3n
.'} • ; T ; T -jT • 't —
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I.e.

Qal
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(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

fnxn •'•nDV'-nnjs 5.
vtt ••; ~ V '

' oL^
1. Murder (m.s.) the servants of the kings. 2. Gk>od (are) the words

of the LORD. 3. Fight (m.p.) the battle in the lands of the sons of God.

The Infinitive in all seven conjugations is as follows:

*?1 tap
killing

Niphal

Vt2i3n
being
killed

Piel

Vtsp_
murdering

Pual

Vffip,
being'
murdered

Hithpael

VtDpnn
murdering
oneself

Hiphil

causing
to kill

Hophal

*7 Dpn
'• : T

being
caused

to kill

*?bp.
to kill,
killing

*?Qprt
». 't ♦

to be killed,I to murder,
being killed murdering

'pffip 'jtapnn '?tDph
to be* to murder to cause to to be'

murdered, oneself, kill, causingjcaused
being murdering to kill to kill,
murdered oneself being

caused

to kill

Note: (a) The I.A. has a Holem-Waw (» ) after the second consonant in the Qal and
a Holem over the second consonant (of the stem) in all the other conjugations,
except the Hiphil and Hophal which have a Sere under this consonant.

(b) As in the Impf. and Irapv., the Niphal has the characteristic doubled first
consonant (of the stem) with a Qames under it in both the I.A. and I.C.

(c) In both the I.A. and I.C., the Piel, Pual and Hithpael have the characteristic
doubled second consonant of the stem; and the Hithpael has also the distinc
tive n as the second consonant of the prefix.

(d) In both the I.A. and I.i
first consonant.

the Pual has the characteristic Qibbus under the

(e) As in the Impf. and Impv., the Hiphil has a Pathah under the prefixed conso
nant in both the I.A. and I.C.; the I.A. of the Hiphil is the same in form
as the Hiphil 2 m.s. Impv. (having a Sere as the vowel of the stem), and the



act.

refl.

pass.
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I.e. Hiphil has the oharacteristio Hiriq-Yodh as the stem-vowel.

(f) The Hophal has the characteristic Qames-Hatuph under the prefixed
consonant in hoth the I.A. and I.C.

(g) The I.e. of the Qal, Niphal and Piel is the same in form as the 2 m.s.
Impv. in the respective conjugations.

(h) The I.C. of the Pual and Hophal is the same in form as the 5 Pf.
in the respective conjugations.

(i) The I.C. of the Hithpael is the same in form as the 3 ni»s. Pf. and
2 m.s. Impv. of the Hithpael.

Exercise

Translate into English the following:

. T ». • --r • v; ~ .-r- •;

nb^n •'•173'ytspa 3. nin" '?D''n-ns
•T/- V -T -T-.'T T l - V

The Participle (m.s. ahs.) in all seven conjugations is as follows:

Qal

killing

"being
killed

Niphal

bvipy
T•

"being
killed

Piel

murdering

Pual

^ • I

being
murdered

Hithpael

murdering
himself

Hiphil

causing to
kill

Hophal

being
caused

to kill

Note: (a) The Qal is the only conjugation that has two forms of the Participle,
an Active and a Passive.
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(b) All the conjugations except the Qal and Niphal have a D as
a prefixed consonant, and the Hithpael has in addition the
distinctive H as the second consonant of the prefix.

(c) All the Passive Participles except the Qal have a Qames under the
second consonant of the stem*

(d) The Qames under the second consonant of the stem in the Niphal
Participle distinguishes it from the 3 m.s* Pf* (Niphal), which has
a Pathah ( *7 0^1 ).

(e) As in the Impf., the Piel and Pual have a vocal shewa under the
prefixed consonant*

(f) The Pual has the characteristic Qibbus under the first consonant of
the stem.

(g) The Piel, Pual and Hithpael have the characteristic doubled second
consonant of the stem.

(h) As in the Impf*, Impv., I.A* and I*C., the Hiphil has a Pathah under
the prefixed consonant; it also has the characteristic Hiriq-Yodh as
the vowel of the stem*

(i) The Hophal has the characteristic Qames-Hatuph under the prefixed
consonant*

Exercise

Translate into English the following:

2. Tnsn n-ia n'?BpD ny^irt 1.— ; - J .. . - • » ; tt : TTT T 'T

Tiyn nn-nw Vapo -f/jran 3.
•; V r "" •

The Hiphil Jussive

In the regular verb, the Jussive differs in form from the Imperfect in
the Hiphil only. And even in the Hiphil the difference occurs only in
forms without a suffix.

In the forms that change, the Jussive has a Sere instead of a Hiriq-Yodh
as the vowel of the stem.

Example: (Impf. "he will cause to kill"') but (Jussive
• "let him cause to kill") " '
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Note; The Hiphil Jussive is similar in form to the Hiphil 2 m.s. Impv.
( )•

The Hiphil Imperfect with Waw Gonversive

In forms without a suffix, the Hiphil Imperfect with Waw Conversive
corresponds in form to the Hiphil Jussive. It, like the Hiphil Jussive,
has a Sere instead of a Hiriq-Yodh as the vowel of the stem.

Example: will cause to kill") but (Impf-
with Waw Conv. "and he caused to kill")

tibte: Although the 1 c.s. Impf. (with Waw 'lonv.) does not have a suffix,
it is the same in form as the 1 c.s. Impf. (without Waw Conv.).
In other words, we find (Impf. "I will cause to kill") and

(Impf. with Waw Conv. "'and I caused to kill"), not

The Piel and Pual Imperfect with Waw Conversive

In thn 5 TTiiB- Piel Imperfect with Waw Conversive, there is an irregu
larity. In the pronoun-prefix, ^ Yodh with a vocal shewa under it
lacks the dagesh-forte (or doubling-dot).

Examples: (a) (Piel), not ^

(b) (Pual), not "^KpM
/

Of .

Vocabulary

• seas . v/
I '

• prophets

mountains (cstr. )
• T "T

pTlf righteousness (m.)

wilderness (m.) (cstr.
• * laTr:) )

nrDDH wisdom (f.) (cstr. noan )
T : T - . —

nap grave (m.) (cstr. nip )

ynt seed, offspring (m.) (cstr.

p" ri^teous

wicked (f. nyen )
T r TT :

• •• K
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Kxercise

C'a) Translate into English the following verh-formst ^ .

G. n'^DM 5. 4. 2. !•

'i3n^E7* 10. -Tipai 9. 8. V-nisi 7.
, -r'.* • • ; - T

15. n'pHpnn 14. -I'JDp* 13.
T: ; ' 'IT"

12. np^i 11.

(b) Trcuislate into English the following:

n'?fDn "Tiy .i^>topn*'i 2 'jy "piap 1.
T rr '.• V — •• : - t.' • "f ~ ' '' " *•' " ""

•i^iap** 4. oyn-n^ n-iicirrni^ ni^ 3. Q-nnn 'py
• Tr T - V V '^'

"pinan ]nbn-n« w*»Nn "pop" 5.
7 •• - •; 'T ••t' •••-•

(0) Write in Hebrew the following:

1* The wioked son is murdering himself* 2* and he caused to write

5. let him cause to guard 4» The ways of the God of Israel (are) in

the wilderness*

^ fk:,
A-v.

PRONOUN-SUFFIXES

(1) Attached to nouns:

(a) The form of the pronoun-suffix attached to a singular noun (m* or f*)
is as follows:

1 o*

2 m.

2 f.

S*

n

my

your

your

.7
h^M i f

1 c*

2 m*

2 f.

P.

DD

our

your

your

J»x

\
\
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5- m*

3 f.

1

(3

his

her
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3 m«

3 f.

T

their

their

The pronoun-suffix attached to the m*s. ostr. ( D-1 D ) of O^D
"horse" is as follows:

S. P.

c. -DID my horse 1 c. •13 p.l D our horse

m. tTP-TD your horse 2 m. • pp-1D your horse

f. np-TD your horse 2 f. 1 D
your horse

m. ID^D his horse 3 m. DD-lD
T

their horse

f. ao-iD
T

her horse 3 f. TD-ID
' T

their horse

Note (1): (a) The suffix is attached to a noun in the construct
state.

(b) Since pronouns are definite, the noun in the construct
state to which the pronoun is suffixed is also definite;
but since it is in the construct state, it does not
take the definite article.

(^c) A Qames is found inside the Kaph ( tT ) in the 2 m.s.
pronoun-suffix.

(d) A dagesh-mappiq is foimd in the n of the 5 f»8.
pronoun-suffix, i.e., (not ).

Note (2): When a pronoun-suffix is attached to a feminine singular
noun, the n of the construct state (not the n of the
absolute state) appears before the suffix.

Example: (not "my statute"

When an adjective modifies a noun with a pronoun-suffix, the noun
with the suffixed pronoun appears first and the adjective with the
definite article follows:

Example: S-ltert •'D-lD "my good horse" (literally: "my horse, the
good [onej ")

T^r4/J JCc.. /7. /tf/W )
(b) The form of the pronoun-suffix attached to a plural noun (m. or f.)
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A-

^ > •
'h >j^

''tw

Is 03 follows:

S.

.56-

P.

1 0. my 1 0. our

2 m. your 2 m. Dp-,,
i

your

2 f. n:. your V 2 f. your

3 m. his 5 m. Dp-,. their

5 f. T V
her 5 f. their

The pronoun-suffix attached to the m.p. ostr. ( ''DID) of DID
"horse" is as follows:

S. P.

1 0. -DID my horses 1 c. 1J-p.lD our horses

2 m. -p-pio your horses 2 m. DD-DIO your horses

2 f. H? D your horses 2 f. 1 D" p.1 D your horses

5 m. 1- DID
T

his horses 3 m. on-DID their horses

5 f- n-DlD
r V

her horses 3 f- ] n-piD
4

their horses

Note (1): A. Yodh is found in all the forms. It is the Yodh of the
m.p* ostr. ( *• piD ) •

Mote (2): When a pronoun-suffix is attached to a feminine plural
noun, the Yodh is retained, i.e., the f.p. ostr. is
followed the Yodh of the m.p. ostr.

Example: (for 1''nii9n) "his statutes"

Vocabulary

"•DK my father
' T

* ®y brother
• r

''DvV* my name

tn^a his house

his woman, i.e., his wife
t

at?** N her man, i.e., her husband
T •
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ijahi3 son Dray their (m,) people
r -

iFiahis dau^ter m^singer (m.) (ostr,

Exercise

(a) Translate into English the following:

iRa rT*a"5« 2. isa-riK irw-'k naVn 1.
; T ; V :* " V j ^ T>-r

K-inn n-aa -nsi •iDiiy'* 4. aK?'*»N-nK w^rib^ 3.

aiya '^''yrt-ns t*diq 6. D**aiion oa^D-iD-nx -nraK^ 5.
VVT ' T T : ; ' * * V •• •.* • :

(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1* The messenger of the LORD went into his house. 2. This (is)

my father. 3. He sent away his wife into the wilderness. 4* The

kings will remember their people. 3* Wicked (is) his son.

(2) Attached to prepositions:

(a) The form of the pronoun-suffix attached to the consonants a and 5
used as prepositions is as follows:

S. P.

1 0. me 1 c. •n
T

us

2 m. ^1; you 2 m. you

2 f. you 2 f. you

3 m. i him 3 m. on
T

them

3 f. her 3 f. them

The pronoun-suffix attached to the consonant a used as a preposition
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is as follows^

S. P.

1 0.
-

in me 1 o. -na
T

in us

2 m. in you 2 m. 033
V T

in you

2 f. in you 2 f. pa in you

3 m. in in him 3 ona
..-r

in them ^ y

5 f. na
-r

in her 5 f- in them 7 ^

77»C ^ , « nj 1 j-i-
Note: 1} All the suffixes except the 3 and f«p. are like those

attached to singular nouns.

3 X and f.p. suffixes are like those attached to plural
"nouns.

(b) The consonant 3 when used as a preposition with pronoun-suffixes
takes the form To3 before most of the suffixes. With the suffixes
it appears as followss

s. P.

1 0. "3 ir)3
• T

like me 1 o. '13 10 3
T

like us

2 in. tT^OD like you 2 m. • 33 like you

2 f. ^1D3 like you 2 f. like you

3 m. •in to 3
T

like him 3 in* • na like thoa

5 f. nios
T T

like her 3 f* na na
T -T

like them

Note; 1) The preposition takes the form 103 before all suffixes
except the 2 and 3 a. and f.p.

2) The suffix in the 1 o.s. is **3 (not •*. ).

3) The suffix in the 3 la.s. is .1 n (not 1 ).

4) The 5 f-p* is nans (not ths).
T "•r ' VT

/ . .'V „ ; /

(h ki ^
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(o) The preposition ]o"from" with pronoun-suffixes is as followa:

S, P.

1 0. "•irarp from me 1 0. '1 a ran from us

2 m. from you 2 m. • 30 from you

2 f. from you 2 f. from you

3 m. •l-srao from him 3 m. DfTO from them

3 f.
T •; '

from her 3 f. ]nn from them

Note: 1) The doubled 0 in all the forms except the 2 and 5 and
f*p* may be explained as due to the absorption or assimila
tion of the 1 of and the doubled J in forms such as

"• •Jrarp as due to the assimilation of the second 2 ^ of an
implied original form 1^3^ •

2) Since the consonant n cannot double, we find the forms
onp (not nao ) and ] Hf? (not ] ai? ) in the 3

and f.p, respectively# The Hiriq under the 0 has length
ened to a Sere to compensate for the noni-doubling of the

n .

3) The second D is missing in the 2 and 3 and f*p*

4) The context would determine whether-Vl^fp , which is the
form for both the 3 m-s* and 1 c.p., means "from him" or
"from us."

(d) Some other prepositions with pronoun-suffixes are as follows;

•"bw "xinto" '7y "Upon"' "ihK ''after"'

S.

1 0. *VKunto me
- T

upon me -nnij after me

2 m. unto you upon you after you

2 f. _rj ^*7 unto you
' * - r

upon you after you

3 m. 1 b unto
T ••

him I-*?!!
TT

upon him
T-»-

after him

3 f. n"'?« unto
T •; ••

her n-Vy
T V T

upon her n'';nnN after her
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P,

1 0. 1J "V R unto us

2 m. unto you

2 f. unto you

5 m* unto them
•; •' -I

3 f- irT''?^ unto them

11" y upon us
.. ^

upon you

|3*'Vy upon you

Dir^Vy upon them

upon them

•13 "Tiny after us

DD''^hK after you

|D'"nn;W after you

• n'nn« after them

in^priW after them

Note; The suffixes attached to these prepositions are like those
attached to plural nouns.

(e) The prepositionnU (~n^_ ) "Vrith"'with pronoun-suffixes compared with
the sign of the "direct dbject nN( "fiS) with pronoun-suffixes:

S.

1 o. ''nil with me

2 m. with you

2 f. with you

3 m. with him

3 nnu with her
• •

1 0. -nni? with ua
^ *

2 m. with you

2 f. ] 3FIN with you

3 m* Qnu with them

3 f • I fl with them
' T •

P.

me

T^n'i? you

you

i n*« him

her
T

1 n*K us
T

D:Dn« you

I Dn you

Dn'K them
T

|n« them

Note; 1) The preposition has a doubled n in all the forms, whereas
the rt in the sign of the direct object is not doubled.

2) The preposition has a Hiriq under the S in all the foims,
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whereas the sign of the direct ohject has a Holem over
the I? in all forms except the 2 m. and f.p. (where the
^ has a Seghol under it)•

3) The suffixes attached to "both the preposition and the sign
of the direct object are like those attached to singular
nouns* -—

Vocabulary

ns ( "nN) with (in form like
the sign of the direct object)

( ""ih'o )• after

nn?i under, instead of

V R nn under him
T : -

Exercise

(a) Translate into English the following:

L d' . . p

T

ntn" 2. ui^n-bn i,

1n'« 5. Qjia 4. i'nsa n'na ipii; 3.

(b) Write in Hebrew the following;

(5) Attached to verbs;

(a) The form of the pronoun-suffix attached to verbs is as follows:

1 c*

2 m*

S.

"3

r\

me

you

1 c*

2 m.

P.

.n

D3

us

you

7

1. from me 2. in us 5* He (is) like us. 4» The judgment of

God (is) upon him*
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2 f. rj you

5 in* 4 n or 1 him

5 f- n or a her

2 f. ^p you

3 m. nn or D them

5 f • ] a or ] them

Verbs with pronoun-suffixes are somewhat difficult to recognize
because of the changes in the verb-form brou^t about by the addition
of the suffix* For our purposes, citing a few examples may suffice.

(b) The Perfect with pronoun-suffixes:

1) 5 with 1 c.s. suff.

2) 1 0,3, Qal with 3 suff.

3) •13-1'? ^"3 3 o-P* Qal with 1 c.p. suff.
4) 3 ai*s. Piel with 2 f.s. suff.

•» '

*5) 3 ni.a. Hiphil with 2 m.s. suff,

"he killed me"

"I killed them"

"they killed us"

"he murdered you"

"he caused you to kill"'

Note; a) The Qal forms have a vocal shewa under the first consonant.

b) The Piel has the characteristic Hiriq under the first consonant,
and the doubled second consonant.

c) The Hiphil has the characteristic n prefix and the Hiriq-Yodh
as the vowel of the stem.

(Note; Instances in which the pronoun is attached as a suffix to the verb
Q.S "he killed me" J are more frequent than those in which

the pronoun is attached as a suffix to the sign of the direct ob
ject, which follows the verb [jlb "he killed me" J.)

(c) The Imperfect with pronoun-suffixes:

1) 3 10.s. Qal with 1 c.s. suff.

2) n '̂PDp'' 3 io»P» Qal with 3 f.s. suff.

3) •n'Jiap'' 3m-s. Piel with 1 o.p. suff.

4) 5 m.s. Hiphil with 2 m.s. suff,

"he will kill me"^

"they will kill her"'

"he will murder us"'

"he will cause you to kill"
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Note; a) The Qal forms have the usual Hiriq under the consonant of the
prefix.

b) The Piel has the usual vocal shewa under the consonant of the
prefix and Path€di imder the first consonant of the stem; it
also has the doubled second consonant of the stem.

c) The Hiphil has the usual Pathah under the consonant of the
prefix and Hiriq-Yodh as the vowel of the stem.

(d) The Imperative with pronoun-suffixes:

1) 2 m.s. Qal with 1 c.s. suff. **11111 me**'

2) 2 m.p. Qal with 3 ni»s. suff. "kill him**'

l>

Note: a) In the 2 m.s., a Qames-Hatuph (not a Qames) is found under the
first consonant.

b) Tne 2 m.p. has the same vowels before the suffix that it has
without a suffix ( 'i*?!:!::! )•

(e) The Infinitive Construct with pronoun-suffixes:

(Note; The Infinitive Absolute does not take pronoun-suffixes.)

Suffixes with the Infinitive Construct may denote either the subject or
the object.

Examples: 1) ^ subject-suffix) "toy killing'"

*2) '*3'?t2!3 (Qal with 1 c.s. object-suffix) "killing me*"
... .

Note? a) Here the form with the subject-suffix differs from
that with the object-suffix; but usually one form
stands for either, e.g., the Qal I.C. with 2 m.s.
suffix is flV^p f which means either "your killing"
or "killing ybu"^(the context would determine which
it is).

b) The second example ( ) is the scuoe in form as
the 2 m.s. Impv. Qal wlthl c.s. suff. (the context
would deteitoiine which it is).

Examples of an Infinitive Construct with a preposition-prefix and pronoun-
suffix are as follows:
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•i1) (Qal with preposition % and 3 n.s. suffix ^
1n remembering,"' i*e», "When he remembered"

2) (Niphal with preposition 5, and 3 f*3- suffix rt )
T :t "in her being burned,"' i«e», "When she waa bumei"'

(f) The Aotive Participle with pronoun-suffixes:

(Note; The Passive Participle does not take pronoun-suffixes.)

1) , Qal m.s. ostr, with 1 o.s. suff. "the killer of me"*
f t *

2)''ni'7Qb Qal f.p. ostr. with 1 o.s. suff. "the killers of me"'

Notes a) The characteristic Holea over the first consonant marks these
forma- aa Qal Active Participles.

b) The Participle to which the suffix is attached is in the
construct state. It is used like a noun.

0) The suffix used with the singular Participle is the one used
with singular nouns. The suffix •• _ used with the plural
Participle is the one used with plural nouns.

3 that, because

as

I 3 SO, thus

S3 I (we) pray (used in
^ entreaties) Example:

- i-U '?'dd "kill, I pray"
'• y'SfU

] 3'*?^ therefore

Vocabulary

yi

•i-: . • • aC

Exercise

vhn new (f. n'J-in )
T T T r

month (m.) (ostr. vs/lfh )
/ 4

*7^11 strength, army (m.) (cstr. )

in grace, favour (m.)

ncn mercy, kindness (m.) (cstr. lOff)

(a) Translate into English the following:
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in-^a n'aT 2. n3o-n« ir^na D-iiisn-inna i... — »' T « •;T Y • T 5T / T

n-a-ns! ab'i^ p'"?!: 4. 'lapa n-napi npa 3,.. t;* " y . '•• a ..1,. T T : ^ ;

nniFin-riN naj; 's 5.
f - V "T

(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

!• Kill (ja.p.), I pray, the horse of the king. 2. therefore I will

remember his house 3» when he guarded, i.e., in his guarding 4* Great

(is) the strength of God.

THE IRREGULAR VERB

Irregular verbs are those which have at least one consonant in the verb-stem
acting in an irregular manner.

(1) The Third-He Verb

This verb has a He ( n) in the third position of the stem and thus is
called the '*Third-He*' Verb. The He is used as a vowel-letter.

Example: nja "he built"

The He is lacking when a suffix is attached. '

Examples: (a) 9^? 5 "y°^ (m.s.) built"'
(in this form an original Yodh, used as a vowel-
letter in the Hiriq-Yodh combination, is found
instead of the He in the third position of the

/ stem; because a vowel precedes the Tau of the
- consonantal suffix, the dagesh-lene £br dot_7

A. * /.' inside the Tau has dropped out)

(b) nniii '"she built"
T: T

(in this form an original Tau, insteewi of the He,
is found in the third position of the stem; the
vowel under the second consonant of the stem has

^ shortened to a vocal shewa due to the addition
" of the vocalic suffix This h^(vocalic

^ • suffix J is to be distinguished from the amending
in n3?. , The n in n3 D. is not a suffix)

TT T f-r

(0) '13 a "they built"'

(the He and the vowel it marks are lacking;
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the vocalic suffix >1 follows directly the
second consonant of the stem)

, ! /• IV - ' *7*. M • ^
- ! * • f • ' j

The following is a table of the key formB of the Perfect in all the
conjugations t

Qal Niphal Piel Pual Hithpael Hiphil Hophal

1 OS "•n" iZ
' T

"n-iai - n" -2 2 ^n--i2 " n - -3 an n -n-ian
« 4*9

•

-n-ian
* • • • ^

2 fs nMa
* ^

n-iD.! n-aa
W 9

n-'ia n-iann n-ian n-ian
" .*

3 ms nia
^ w

niai n-12
T •

nil
T •,

n-i -an n man
T : *

man
T ; T

3 fs

T ~

nnja
T: f

nniii
T ; ; '

nnii
T ; -

nn3 2
T : \

nn-i an n nnian
T ^ »

nnian
"r: : T

2 xp nn" S2 Dn^irii Dn^i2
•/ ' • 7 "

on^'iann •n-ian Dn''3an
V " T

3 op .11 a
T

•1121
• *

•I'la, •13 2 .1-1 ann '11 an •nan
y

Note; (a) The 5 ni.s. in all the conjugations ends with

(b) The suffixes are like those found in the Perfect of the regular verb, and
so are the prefixes in the conjugations that have them.

(c) In forms with a consonantal suffix, a Hiriq-Yodh ( * , ) is found between
the second consonant of the stem and the suffix in all the conjugations
except those that are passive (the Niphal, Pual and Hophal), which have a
Sere-Iodh ( * ),

(d) In forms with a vocalic suffix, the suffix follows the second consonant of
the stem, except in the 5 f*s. where it follows the third consonant n •

(e) In forms in which n appears in the suffix, the dot inside the has
dropped out.

(f) There is no silent shewa under the suffixed n in the 2 f.s.

nby he went up
T r

he did, made
T T ,

p.ijs

Vocabulary

^ A

rrba (from nbs) he completed (Piel)
T T

deed, work (m.) (cstr. iT'tyyo )
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n.l^ (from nlii) he commjinded
(Piel)

Exercise

hllffD commandment (f.) (cstr. ntifO )

I (collect.) sheep (f.) (cstr.
ISS )

(a) Translate into English the following:

-n-3a 3. 2. ri\2.-VK-n'*^y i.

namn *7y hit 5, oi"! n^an nias 4, f^Kn n^an-n«
— - • —j . .-.— -pii Vtt •;V .

ri'jran '?a'*n-ns -vb^ 6.

(b) Write iit Hebrew the following:

1. I did the work. 2. The temple was built in the wilderness. 3* That

(is) the good commandment. 4« You (m.s.) built the house upon the

mountain of God.

The following is a table of the key forms of the Imperfect in all the
conjugations:

Qal Niphal Piel Pual Hithpael Hiphil Hophal

1 cs
njas

•« > •»

ni
T

nias ni as na an w naaK naiK
V : T

5 ms nsa*; niw
.. T «

nia**
1

na a-*^ na an*'_ naa^ nia-*

2 fp
r v j •

n3" 3 as
T V T •

n3''iaiH
T ». — .

ni "3 api
T V s,:

na-'aann
r V - '

na-^aan
T : -

na'aan
T T

3 mp 1 3:l\ '131-
T '

.1.3 a-:
t

.1.3 a-. -laan-
« 4

.laa^ .13 a-
; T

Note: (a) The forms without a suffix end with n •

(b) Ihe prefixes and suffixes are like those found in the Imperfect of the
regular verb.
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(o) In forms with s vooalic suffix, nothing intervenes between the second
consonant of the stem and the suffix*

(d) In forma with a consonantal suffix, a Se^ol-Yodh ( ) is found
between the second consonant of the stem and the suffix*

J
V

i

•h'.i
fnllnwlnfl- is a table of the kev forms of the Imperative in the five

y^v^ n +Ka'+' Kovra oM Tm-r<£^ *«0 4:1 ^ra • ft -•conjugations that have an Imperative: '" rAc \ „

Qal Niphal Piel Hithpael Hiphil

2 ms
naa nsan

.. T «
nia niann nian

2 mp •na '11 an
T •

iia .I'lann •11 an

2 fp ni-aa
T ;

ni"lan
T T '

ni-.ia
7 •• —

nmann
V V - . •

ni-ian
V :• • -

Note; (a) The 2 m.s* ends with rr

T« then

nwy now
T "

(b) The suffixes and prefixes (in the conjugations with prefixes)
are like those found in the Imperative of the regular verb*

(o) In forms with a vocalic suffix, nothing intervenes between the
second consonant of the stem and the suffix*

(d) In foims with a consonantal suffix, a Segfaol-Yodh () is
found between the second consonant of the stem and the suffix*

Vocabulary

nan (orTn) beholdJ

ns mouth (m.) (cstr* *S )

flesh (m*) (cstr* nta )
TV ;

fjSnose, anger (m*) (cstr* )

hW field (m*) (cstr* mb )

n''h he was, became; it came to pass
7 7

Exercise

(a) Translate into English the following:

V5v
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3!j7y T3 3. 'jiTa ^u*? 2. tJ^V !•
T " • v: T ' v-;- r ;

n^an-nt? -ua 6. mtj^a rrursn nn^n 5. ntn***? '73''n nsa* 4.
V j t't tJt t - T •' •; / •

m\?a
•' T —

(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1. I will build the palaoe of the kings. 2. The mouth of the LORD spoke

the word. 3. He rested from the work. 4- ®ie LORD made the heavens.

5. The palace will be built in the field of the head of the house.

The Infinitives in all the conjugations are as follows:

Qal Niphal Piel Pual Hithpael Hiphil Hophal

nia
T

n'3 a n'3 a
1

n'-3 an n ni in nun
" ; T

niis nhan niia ni'ia nViann nhin niiin
: T

Note: (a) The I.A. ends with H' except in the Hiphil and Hophal which end with
n .

(b) The Hiphil I.A. ( nian ) is the same in form as the 2 m.s. Impv. Hiphil.

(0) 'Jhe I.e. ends with n i in all the conjugations. ' ' '

^ ''v.

The Participle (m.s. abs.) in all the conjugations is as follows:

Qal Niphal Piel Pual Hithpael Hiphil Hophal

act-

refl. '
* »

pass:, ^'iia nias ndir^ niatD
T • ... . .. . -y

Note: All the forms end with n.. except the Qal Passive which ends with **
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The 5 ni,s. Imperfect with Waw :!^onversive is as follows:

Qal Niphal Piel Pual Hithpael Hiphil Hophal

• w

Note: (a) The final n has dropped out.

(b) Unlike the Imperfect in these conjugations, there is a vowel (Seghol)
instead of a silent shewa under the first consonant of the stem in the
Qal, Hiphil and Hophal.

(o) In the Hiphil the vowel under the prefixed consonant is a Seghol, matching
the Se^ol under the first consonant of the stem.

(d) The second consonant of the stem is not doubled in the Piel, Pual and
Hithpael.

All tne other forms of the Imperfect with Waw Conversive, without a suffix, are
like the 3 m.s. except the 1 c.s. which retains the ending , e.g.,
(2 m.s. or 5 Qal)i nJlSI (1 c.s. Qal).

(Note: Ihe Imperfect with Waw Conversive, in forms with a suffix, is like the
Imperfect, e.g. "and they built" T 5 m.p. Qal Impf. with Waw Gonv.J
and *1311* "they will build" ^3 m.p. Qal Impf.J )

In forms without a suffix, the Jussive is like the Imperfect with Waw Gonversive.

Example: ] "and he built (Qal Impf. with Waw Oonv.); | a* "let him build"
' (Qal Jussive)

(Note: In forms with a suffix, the ^ssive is like the Imperfect, e.g.,
is either "they will build" [3 m.p. Impf. QalJ or "let them build"' [3 ®"P*
Qal Jussiv^ $ tiie context would determine which it is.)

The Third-He Verb and the Transposition of Consonants

Due to pronunciation, occasionally consonants are transposed. For instance,
this occurs in connection with the verb bowed," which is used
primarily in the Hithpael.

Example: (not ) "he prostrated himself"
• (in this form the Tau of the prefix and

the Shin of the stem have been transposed,
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i.e., the Tau follows the Shin
instead of preoeding it)

Note; The Third-He Yei'b originally ended with a Waw (or a Yodh), not with
a He. The Waw reappears before the ending n in the form

.^1 ' Vocabulary
- V

"*3^^ (the) Lord (Adonay) he wept
tt

ni3l5 cubit (f.) (cstr. nfS« )
T —

chest, ark (m.) (cstr.
1^"*?.) (with def. art. " n* 1 (from n" n ) and it came to

T " pass, and it was? and he was
T-r

*10*? in front of, before

nl nfiE^rr (from nn^') he prostrated
** himself^'fHithpael)

Exercise

(a) Translate into English the following;

"i*y o*!yi«rT-ns niOD Tin 2. D*ri'?R*? niia*? mivn-*7« T*?rt 1.
• t-.'T 'T • • •• • ; • VT" T

Ty s-inn ovno 4. *10*? mnnt^n 3. '?iTan nnri Vy
- ~ -•• • „Yr ' v; '• ; • t-;-.* • t- rr -

•iTiy on*? TOR 6. i*'?y nai-^i irairD ow' ia»i 5. n-rri
• • T - r ' T 7- j • T ' ~ ~

n-Tan \ ins "lo^

(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1. and it came to pass 2. let him weep 3. to cause to build

4. building, you (f»p.) shall build 3* anh I built 5. David was

building a house for the LOHD.
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(2.) The Pirst-Nun Verb

This verb has a Nun ( J ); in the first position of the stem and thus is
called the "Pirst-NUn"' Verb.

(a) Jlass I

Example: Vni "he fell"'

Verbs in this class are irregular in the forms where a silent shewa
would appear under the Nun. Thus there are irregularities in the Qal
Impf., the Niphal Pf. and Part, and in the Hiphil and Hophal. ('.The
Piel, Pual and Hithpael have no irregularities.) In: these forms the
Nun has assimilated into the second consonant of the stem and hats
doubled it.

Example: (instead of )

Note: In the dot inside.the^ Q is a dagesh-forte or doubling-
dot, whereas in 703" it is a da^sh-lene. ^

Tte following is a table of some of the forms in whioh this assimila
tion occurs;

Qal Mphal

3 m.s. Pf. "733
^ *

5 m.s. Impf.

2. m.s.. Impv.

I.A.

I.e.

Part. act.

nass '='31 *^313pass. y.» T •,

Note: In the Hophal the vowel under the consonant of the prefix is a
Qibbus, not the usual Qames-ffatuph.

(Note: The Hiphil Impf. with Waw Conv. and Jussive are comparable in
form to the Hiphil 2 m.s. Impv. , having a Sere instead
of a Hiriq-Yodh as the vowel of the stem, e.g., ^
Impf. with Waw Conv. and bB'* 3' ni.s. jussive.)!

(b) Class 11

Mphil i&phal

^3 [I

*73n '73n

^3n
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Example: "he approached"

The irregularities that distinguish Class II from Class I are found
in the Qal alone, and only in the Impf., Impv* and I.C.

The following is a table of some of the forms in which these irregu
larities occurt

5 m.s. Impf,

2 m.s, Impv, viik

2 f,s. Impv, *1^3

I.e. nt/a

Note: 1) This class has a Pathah (instead of a Holem) as the vowel of
the stem in the Impf. and Impv. in forms without a vocalic
suffix,

2) In the Impf., the Niui has assimilated into the second consonant
of the stem and has doubled it.

3) In the Impv. and I.C,, the Nun has dropped out. The dot in the
Cimel is a dagesh-lene, not a dagesh-forte.

4) The I.C, is quite irregular. It is feminine in form, having
the alternate feminine ending (the regular feminine ending
is n^) . It has a Se^ol under'the first consonant, matching
the Se^ol of the ending.

Co) Class III

There is only one verb in this class; but it is a very common verb,
TI1J "he gave,"
' - T

In this verb not only the first Nun assimilates in forms where it would
have a silent shewa under it but also the final Nun assimilates in

forms where it would have a silent shewa under it (i.e., before a conso
nantal suffix).

The following is a table of some of the forms in which irregularities
occur:

1 0,8. Pf. Qal

5 m.s, Impf. Qal TPI*
• » *

2 f.p. Impf. Qal rt'lptO

2 m.s. Impv. Qal



2 f.s* Impv. Qal

X•c• QaX

3 ra.s* Pf. Niphal
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Mn

riR

Note: 1) In this class there is a Sere (instead of a Holem or a
Pathah) as the vowel of the stem in the Qal in all forms
of the Impf. and Impv, without a vooalio suffix#

2) In the 1 o.s. Pf# Qal the final Nun has assimilated into
the Tau of the consonantal suffix and has doubled it# The

dot in the Tau is a dagesh-forte, not a dagesh-lene#

5) In the 3 Impf# Qal and 3 ib#s# Pf. Niphal the first Nun
of the stem has assimilated into the Tau (tne second consonant
of the stem) and has doubled it#

4) In the 2 f#p# Impf# Qal, not only has the first Nun of the
stem assimilated, doubling the second Tau (the Tau of the stem),
but also the final Nun of the stem has assimilated, doubling
the Nun of the consonantal suffix HI .

T

5) In the 2 m.s# and 2 f#s. Impv. ((Qal) and I.C. (Qal), the initial
Nun has dropped out; and in the r#~G# the final Nun has assimi
lated into the Tau of the ending,, but instead of the Tau's
doubling, the preceding vowel has lengthened to a Sere (thus
we find instead of filR ).'•

V '' ©V

(Note: The verb '*'he took" is treated as thou^ it were a Pirst-Nun Verb,
i#e., in forms in which the Lamedh would have a silent shewa under it,
the Lamedh is assimilated into the Qoph, doubling it, e.g., m.s.
Impf. QalJ instead of the Pathah under the Qoph is due to the
influence of the Heth.)

Vocabulary

he fell
-T

1713 he approached^

T*i3n (from T3 3 ) he declared
(Hiphilf^

(from *7^3 ) he delivered
(Hiphil)"

] n 3 he gave

he took

'?4 3;a boimdary, territory (m#)
• (cstr. '?4a3 )

^'^5- honour (m.) (ostr.
'•*?3 utensil, vessel (m.) (ostr#
•' -^3 )

I'sn exceedingly
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Exercise

(a) Translate into English the following;

T-an 3. Ui5 n^K np^ 2. I?' !•

oi-a nna 5, nniaN "39 4. |an -n« Vina "3
: vv- ' -tt:- "i •♦- • . r -

niifin ^nDD-fiN i5 tni E/a g. n5nan non^ran
T — t. • I w ' V ^ T } •^ tt; »^

# ♦ • • #

nin^ n" n^i^yn-nx •'•Diyn 7,T ; - M Y . c — • " r—

(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1, 2 m.3. Impf. Qal (of 5dJ ) 2. 2 is.s« Impv« Hiphil (of 5D3 )
"T "*T

3. 2 f.s. Impv, Qal (of V7il ) 4* I-G. Qal (of ^ni) 5- 3 f-s-

Impf. Qal (of npb ) 6. Part. act. (m.s. abs.) Hiphil (of 5^1 )
'-T - T

(3) The First-Waw Verb

This verb had originally a Waw in the first position of the stem> and thus
it is Galled the "First-Waw" Verb.

Ihe Waw has been replaced by a Yodh in most of the forms.

Example: ) "he begot"'

Iji 4ho Qai"there are three classes, as in the First-Bun Verb.
(a) OLasa.I ^

This class is almost solely ccRifined to verbs which have a Sadhe ( )
as the second consonant of the stem.

Example: "he poured out"'

Irregularities appear in the Impf. and I.C.

Examples: 1) ^ m.s. Impf.

2) npit I.e.

Note: a) In the Impf., the Yodh (or rather the Waw) of the stem (i.e.,
the first consonant of the stem) has assimilated into the
second consonant of the stem and has doubled it. Hence we

find the form p*>f! instead of p"^• Thus the Yodh of
the stem has acted like the Nun in the First-Nun.^ Verb.
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"b) The is like the I.G* in Glass II of the Pirst-Nun Verb.
It has the alternate feminine ending n ..and a Seghol under
the first consonant, matching the Seghol of the ending. The
Yodh, like the Nun in the Pirst-Nxm Verb, has dropped out..

Cb) Glass II

An example of this class is the verb "he possessed."

This class is much like Class IX of the Pirst-Nun Verb.

Irregularities appear only in the Impf., Impv. and I.C.

1) 3 m.s. Impf.

2) 2 m.s. Impv.

3) "P. 2 f.s. Impv.

4) riE^i I.e.

In the Impf. , the Yodh of
it and is used as. a vowel-letter; and the result is a ffi,riq-
Yodh as the vowel of the prefix. Thus we find instead
of ( riny ).

b) Also in the Impf., the second consonant of the stem has a
Pathah under it Uike the Class II verbs of the First-Nun
Verb).

o) In the Impv. and I.G., the Yodh has dropped, out; and the Impv.,
in forms without a vocalic suffix, has a Pathah under the
second consonant of the stem (like the Impv. in Cleiss II verbs
of the Pirst-Nun Verb); the I.G., with the alternate feminine
ending and the matching Seghol under the first consonant, is
like the I.C. in Glass I of the Pirst-lJaw, Verb and in Class II
of the Pirst-Nun Verb.

(o) Class III

An example of this class is the verb "he sat" or "he dwelt."'

This class is quite like Glass III of the Pirst-Nim Verb.

Irregularities appear only in the Impf., Impv. and I.C.

Examples: 1) 12^* 5 m.s. Impf.

2) 2 m.s. Impv.

3) *11?' 2 f.s. Impv.

4) naty' i-c.
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Note; a) Like Class III of the Pirst-Nun Verb, there is a Sere under
the seoond oonsonant of the stem in the Irapf, and Impv. (in
forms without a vooalio suffix); the Yodh of the stem has
dropped out, but in the Impf. a Sere, matching the Sere
under the second consonant of the stem, is found under the
oonsonant of the prefix.

b) The I.e. is like the I.G. in Classes I and II of the Pirst-
Waw Verb and Glass II of the Pirst-Nun Verb.

The 5 ra.s. Impf. with Waw Conv. of ^ (with a Seghol'.xmder
the seoond oonsonant of the stem), not it??" i • But the 1 o.s. is

, not
•* *'T ' V '• T

It should be noted that the common verb "he went"' acts like Glass
III verbs of the Pirst-Waw Verb in the ImpfT, Impv. and I.G. of the Qal.

1) 5 Impf.

2) 3 m.s. Impf. with Waw Conv

3) 2 m.s. Impv.

4) I.G.

Irregularities occur in some of the dervied conjugations (the Piel, Pual
and Hithpael have no irregularities)) of the Pirst-Waw Verb, when the
original Waw of the stem unites with the vowel of the prefix. Here is a
table of some of the forms in which these irregularities occur:

Niphal Hiphil Hophal

3 m.s. Pf.

Part. T*?!!

Note: (a) In the Niphal Pf. and Part., and in the Hiphil, a Holem-Waw ( 5 )
has been formed by the union of the original Waw of the stem

with the vowel of the prefix.

(b) In the Hophal, this union has resulted in a Shureq ( *1 ).

In the Niphal Impf. and Impv., the original Waw is found as the first oon
sonant of the stem. It is doubled and has a Qames under it.

Examples: 1) 3 m.s. Impf.

2 m.s. Impv.

V
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The Hiphil Impf. with Waw Conv.. is i(with a Seghol under the second
consonant of the stem), notT*'? '̂* !; and the Jussive is (with a Sere
under the second consonant of the stem), not T*''?!*' (which is the Impf.),

It should be noted that the Hiphil of the verb went" is like the
Hiphil of the Pirst-Waw Verb.

1) 3 m.s. Pf.

2)
•• p

3 m.s. Impf.

3) 3 m.s. Impf.

4) 1 n 2 m.s. Impv.

5) Part.

y'-

((4) The First-Yodh Verb

Verbs such as ID* "he was good"' had originally a Yodh (instead of a Waw)
in the first position, and thus they are called "Pirst-Yodh" verbs. These
verbs are the same in form as the Pirst-Waw verbs with exception of the
Hiphil, which has a Sere-Yodh ( *•,, ), instead of a Holem-Waw as the vowel
of the prefix.

Examples: (a) 3.^ D** n (notl^Qirr) 3 m.s. Pf. Hiphil

(b) (notl^Ql* ) 5 m-s. Impf, Hiphil

((c) 3 m.s. Impf. Qal (like Class II verbs of the Pirst-
" ' Waw Verb)

he went down
— T

he poured out

he sat, dwelt
- T '

he begot

he possessed

Vocabulary

yi* he knew ( yT* 3 lo.s. Impf.)
•"T "" "

he was good

HNI he saw ( 5 m.s. Impf. with
Waw Conv.)

he lifted up ( 3 m.s. Impf.)
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Exercise

(a) Translate into English the following:

ipiN n*i^-ns njoM 2, n'L7yK)n alci -s n-n'rK i,

5, a'ipran-'?« 4, -inn-nK sv 1 K17: 3.
- - T— V •. •• TT V : T - V tT

D-riVN 15 *?y 6, f'nwn'nw

(b) Write in Hebrew the following:

1. He begot sons and dau^ters* 2« David will possess the land« 3> He

did not know the LORD. 4- They (m.) will go unto the tent of the proph

et* 3* And he dwelt in the house of his son*

((5) The Second-Waw Verb

This verb has a Waw in the second position of the stem, and thus it is called
the "Seoond-Waw" Verb»

Example: Q.lp "to rise"'

Note: In this verb the Qal I*C. (not the Qal 3 Pf*) is
the form given in the lexicon or dictionary. In this
form ( ) the Waw with a dot is the vowel Shureq*

(a) Qal

111 the Perfect the Waw drops out and the vowel under the first consonant
is a Qames, which changes to a Pathah in forms with a consonantal suffix.

Examples: 1) 3

2) nop 3 f-3-
T-'r

3) 1 C.p.

Note; In some verbs, such as n40 "to die,"^ the vowel under the first
consonant is a Sere, which changes to a Pathah before a consonantal
suffix.

Examples: a) no 3

b) rtno 3 f-a-
T "
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o)i 'Unn 1 o-p-

d) '•PiD 1 c-s- (the n of the stem has been assimi-
lated into the n of the suffix and has
doubled it; thus the form is "inQ fwith a
dagesh-fortej instead of ""snD ^'with a
dagesh-lenej )

In the Imperfeot the Waw is retained as a Shureq and the vowel of the
prefix is a Qames except in forms with a consonantal suffix, which have
a vocal shewa.

Examples: 1) J m.s.

2) 2 f.s.
' T

5) 2 or 5 f.p. (note the Se^ol-Yodh J inserted
^ ' before the consonantal suffix)

Note: Verbs such as v/l'a "to be ashamed" retain the Waw but as a Holem-
Waw and have a Sere as the vowel of the prefix.

Example:

The Imperative is like the Imperfect but without the prefix.

Example: 2 m.s. Impv. but D-lpfl 2 m.s. Impf.

The Infinitive

1) The I.A. has the Waw retained as a Holem-Waw, thus: Dip •

2) The I.e. has the Waw retained as a Shureq and corresponds in form to
the 2 m.s. Impv., thus: D^lp .

The Participle

1) The Active Part, is the same in form as the 3 Pf*i thus: Dl^
t

2) The Passive Part, is the same in form as the I.A., thus: Dip •

In the Impf. with Waw Conv. the Shureq is shortened to a Qames-Hatuph in
forms without a suffix (except in the 1 c.s.).

Examples: a) Q'lp'V 5 m.s. Impf.

b) Dp.^l 3 m.s. Impf. with Waw Conv. (the vowel under the
Yodh is a Qames; the vowel under the Qoph is a
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Qames-Hatuph)

c) .1o5p>l 5 m.p« Impf. with Waw Conv. with a suffix; so
T"" the Shureq is retained)

d) 1 C.8. Impf. with Waw Conv.
' TT

In the Jussive there is a Holem instead of a Shureq as the vowel of the
stem*

Example: ob* 3 n.s. Jussive; D.lp*' J m.s. Impf*
V ' T

(h) Niphal

In the Perfect, the forms without a suffix or with a vocalic suffix have
a Qames under the consonant of the prefix and retain the Waw as a Holem-
Waw*

Examples: 1) } m*9»
r

2) noi'oi 3'f.s.
T ' T

The forms with a consonantal suffix have a vocal shewa under the conso
nant of the prefix and the Waw is retained as Shureq, except in the 2
m.p* and 2 f.p* which retain the Waw as a Holem-Waw; also, a Holem-Waw
is inserted before the suffix.

Examples: I)''nin4p2 1 c.s. (note that there is no da^sh-lene inside
• the n of the suffix)

2) nlD4pj 2 f.s. (note that the n of the suffix has no
• shewa under it)

3)DniDfpi 2 m.p.

In the Imperfect, the Waw is retained throughout as a Holem-Waw. The
characteristic doubled first consonant of the stem is to be noted.

Examples: 1) Dlpn 2 m.s.

2) ""pips 2 f.a.

5) n^fpfpi^ 2 or 3 f-P*

In the Imperative also, the Waw is retained throu^out as a Holem-Waw.

Examples: 1) Qfpr] 2 m.s.
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2) "oi fan 2 f.a.

5) niipVpn 2 f.p,

The Infinitive

The I.A. and I.C. are the same in form, which is the same as that of
the 2 m*s« Irnpv#, thus: DljDn •

The Participle

It has au Qames under the consonant of the prefix,, and the Waw is re
tained as a Holem-Waw. The form is the same as that of the 5- m-s# Pf«,
thusr n 1 p3 ,

Cc) Hiphil

In the Perfect, the forms with no suffix or with a vocalic suffix have
a Sere under the consonant of the prefix and the characteristic Hiriq-
Yodh as the vowel of the stem.

Examples: 1) 5

2) no**pn 5
f

The forms with a consonantal suffix have a Hateph-Pathah ( •": ) under
the He of the prefix and a Hiriq-Yodh as the vowel of the stem; also,
a Holem-Waw is inserted "before the suffix.

Examples: 1)^ pn 1 c.s-

2) m'o-'pn 2 f.s.

3) nnio" prt 2 m.p.

In the Imperfect, the forms have a Q^es throughout \inder the consonant
of the prefix; and all forms have the characteristic Hiriq-Yodh as the
vowel of the stem, except the 2 and 5 f*p» which have a Sere.

Examples: 1) •'•p* J m.s.

2) 2 m.p.

3) nJODPl 2 f.p.
T; - r

In the Imperative, all the forms have a Qames under the consonant of the
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prefix; and those with no sitffix or a consonantal suffix have a Sere
as the vowel of the stem, ^ereas those with a vocalic suffix have a
Hiriq-Yodh.

Examples: 1) Dpn 2. m.s*

2) 2 f.p.
T: '-r

3) 2 f.s,
• T

The Infinitive

1) The I.A, is the same in form as the 2 m.s. Impv*, thus: Dpn .

2) The has a Qames under the consonant of the prefix and a Hiriq-
Yodh as the vowel of the stem, thus: D*»pn ♦

The Participle

It has a Sere under the consonant of the prefix (the characteristic
Hem) and a Hiriq-Yodh as the vowel of the stem, thus: Cplp •

In the Impf> with Wdw Conv., the Hiriq-Yodh is shortened to a Segjiol
in forms without a suffix (except in the 1 c«s*).

Examples: 1) 3 Impf*
'•"7-

2) Op"! 3'n.s. Impf. with Waw. Gonv,
T"

3) •^rD*p''l 5 m»p« Impf. with Waw Conv. (with a suffix; so
• the Hiriq-Yodh is retained)

4) •''put 1 o.s. Impf. with Waw Conv.
• TT

(d) Hophal

In all forms of the Hophal, the vowel of the prefix is a Shureq. All
forms without a suffix or with a consonantal suffix have a Pathah as

the vowel of the stem (except the Participle, which has a Qames),
whereas in forms with a vocalic suffix the vowel of the stem is
shortened to a vocal shewa.

Examples: 1) Dpth 3'm-s. Pf.

2) Tipp'tn 1 c.s. Pf.

3) Dpt* 3 ni.s. Impf.
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4) rtirppin 2 f.p. Impf.

5) 3 m.s. Impf. with law Oonv.

6) I.e.

7) Dp.lD
't

Part, (note the Qames instead of the Pathah)

8) HD p-T n 3 f.s. Pf.

9) 2 f.s. Impf.

The Piel, Pual

When they are
The forms are

and Hithpael are seldom used in the Seoond-Waw Verb,
used, the Waw is changed to a Yodh which is doubled,
like those of the regular verb in the three conjugations.

Examples: 1) ((of. *?tep ) 3 m-s. Pf. Piel

2) D.*p ((of. ) 3' m*s. Pf. Pual

"^tapniT ) 5 m.s. Pf. Hithpael

Usually instead of the Piel there is the Polel, instead of the Pual
there is the Polal and instead of the Hithpael there is the Hithpolel«
As the words "Polel,"' "Polal"' and '•'Hithpolel"' indicate, the last con
sonant of the stem is repeated. This takes the place of the doubling
of the second consonant of the stem. (Actually, there is no second •
consonant.) All the forms have a Holem over the first consonant of
the stem; the Polel and Hithpolel have a Sere under the first repeated
consonant, whereas the Polal has a Pathah. ^
Examples: 1} Dop ^ m.s. Pf. Polel

2) Dn'p 3 Pf. Polal ,

5) 3^ la.s. Pf. Hithpolel

' ^ r
Some verbs, such as h-73 "to measure,"' use conjugations called "Pilpel,'**
"Pilpal"* and "Hithpalpel." As these name indicate, both the first con
sonant and the last consonant ('there is no second consonant) of the stem
are repeated. No doubling occurs.

Examples: 1) 3 m.s* Pf. Pilpel
" I '

2) 3'la.s. pf. Pilpal

5) Vabann 5 la.s. pf. Hithpalpel
I ^ • t

Note: In these forms the dot inside the Kaph is a dagesh-lene
throughout.
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(.6) Tne Second-Yodh Verb

This verb is like the Seoond-Waw Verb except that it has a Yodh instead of
a Waw in the second position of the stem.

Example: "to discern'"
' I

Outside the Qal, this verb acts like the Second-Waw Verb. In. the Qal,
wherever the Second-Waw Verb haa a Shureq as the vowel of the stem this verb
has a Hiriq-Yodh.

Examples; (a) D-lp"
' T

3 m.s

(b) I'n 5 m. 8

(b) • 1p 2 m.s

(d) 1-a 2 m.s

Vocabulary

Dip to rissi stand ^n'a to be ashamed

niD to turn aside, depart Via to measure

nin to die Ria to enter, go in ( Ria
3 m.s. Impf.)

rr^nn (from nira ) he caused
to die (Hiphil) nia to sojourn

to turn back, return

Exercise

Translate into English the following;

3, ^*5.0 sV 2. DtT^ins op i.

J 5. lannt a'yipTiR stvpii 4. Tian^ns np^t K^nn
r T • j \ X'" * V '-T J TTV

D"/ ija'? D'pn 7, min- rnwa nan •y*»Rn nr 6. nt^nsn-VR
'••• T !•" "r V -rr-:T •;

naifsa a'> 1 nvm-riR nfn** n*n s. '?»nb''a
t;-- V** ~ V T TT -t;' :

DTK
tT

'
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(7) The Repeated^Seoond^Consonant Verb

In this verb, the second consonant of the stem is repeated (or the second
and third oonsonants are identical).

Example: "he surrounded"'

Note: n.:iD is the 3 m.s. Pf. Qal and is the form found in the lexicon or
dictionary. But the much more common form of the 3 m.s. Pf. Qal is
ao .

The repeated consonant is found in the Qts^l in the Pf. (in certain forms)
and in the I.A. and Participles, thus:

(a) aao 3 m.s. Pf. (the more common form is ID )

(b) naao 3 f.s. Pf. (the more conmion form is nag )
T : T

(c) .laao 3 more common form is .ThD )
; T ~

(d) ilao I.A.
T

(e) aa'D Active Part.

(f) a-lao Passive Part.

When a suffix is attached, the second consonant of the stem is doubled
instead of its being repeated.

Examples: 1) ^niao 1 c.s. Pf. Qal
2) rrao 3 f.s. Pf. Qal (but less common,

3) 2 f.s. Impf. Qal (but less common,'*

When no suffix is attached, the second consonant of the stem is neither
doubled nor repeated.

Examples: 1) 3.D 3 m.s. Pf. Qal

2) 3 m.s. Impf. Qal

Note: is the usual form of the Qal Impf. The alternate form is hB'. ,
which resembles the Qal Impf. of the regular verb ( ) except
that it has two consonants in the stem instead of three and has a
doubled first consonant of the stem.

The Qal Impv. is like the Qal Impf. but without the prefix, e.g., 20
2 m.s. Impv. and 2*DW 2 m.s. Impf.

The Qal I.C. is like the Qal 2 m.s. Impv., thus: 2't) .
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The Qal Impf. with Waw Conv. is like the Qal Impf. with Waw Conv. in the
Second-Waw Verb, e,g.,iD'*1 3 m.s. and 3 (Seoond-Waw Verb).

TT— tT

In the Niphal Pf- and Part., a Nun ia the consonant of the prefix; but the
vowel under the first consonant of the stem is a Pathah in the Pf. and a
Qames in the Part., thus: 2D3 3 m.s. Pf.; 1D3 Part.

' -T TT

In the Niphal Impf. and Impv., and in the I.A. and I.C., the first conso
nant of the stem is doubled.

Examples: 1)

2)

^ •

iBn

3 m.s. Impf.

2 m.s. Impv. ^r/J

3) alsn I.A,

4) atsn
♦f ♦

I.e.

In the Hiphil, a Hiriq is found throughout under the first consonant of the
stem in forms with a consonantal suffix and a Sere in forms without a suffix
or with a vocalic suffix.

Examples: 1) "niSlDn 1 c.s. Pf.

2) aort 3 m.s. Pf.

3) naon
T •' -*

5 f.s. Pf.

4) ao"
*• T

3 m.s. Impf.

5) •la on
•• ^

2 m.p. Impf.

6) ni"aon
~r V •

2 f.p. Impv.

7) a op Part.

In the Hophal

Examples: 1)

, a Shxireq is found throughout as the vowel of the prefix,

aoih 3 m.s. Pf,

2) aoi-* 3 m.s. Impf.

5) hD.Tr3 Part.

The Piel, Pual and Hithpael take the Polel, Polal and Hithpolel forms
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respectively in this verb, as they -se in the Second-Waw Verb.

Examples: 1) UllD 3-m.s. Pf. Polel ' • . . f .

2) mo** 3'm.3. Impf. Polal ^^

Vocabulary

aiD bet surrounded
~T

p n he showed favour

he cursed
""r

'rnn (from'?^n ) he began;
he caused to be profaned
(Hiphil)

ntsra staff, rod, tribe (m.)
*•"* (cstr. nao )

a,'"l multitude, abundance (m.)
Ccstr. )/

Exercise

Translate into English the following^

much, many (f. nST )

1« or

yn from upon

n'' where?

• a also

n« aab 2. '•niv-ns s*?i na*5n-nK -tnoaw 1.
' V TT T '• •• • j y '* • ; T-T- v : t *

-3R 5. min-a o-ia '7R-ity^ -ja 4, -('•yn-]n p'-iwri-nR 3,

HRR "i-ins n«.T n'̂ 't^y, -a 7, n-Tij oyn-riR

lb 10. *7^0 nPh-HR np*7 9. ant is nyT» s,
• « 4. ^ l-y. T ^ .y

nn^in* nao ps-Vs a-iK?'

C8) The consonants R ,rr , H , y exhibit peculiarities in verb forms.
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Examples: (a) The Pirst-Ayln Verb

In this verb an Ayin appears in the first position of the
stem*

Example: "he stood"

Some examples of peouliarities are as followst

1) In the Qal Pf,, In the 2 m.p. and 2 f*p* the Ayin has a
Hateph-Pathah under it Instead of a vocal shewa, e*g,

but Dpnoy. .
V I ^ . f ^

2) In the Impf., such forms as the following occur:

8-) Tby 3 iD.s. Qal (the vowel of the prefix and the
" • vowel of the Hateph-Pathah match: both are a

Pathah)

b) 3 m«p* Qal (the vowel of the prefix and the
• " vowel under the Ayin match: here again both

are a Pathah)

c) Toy 3 m*s» Niphal (this is an example of compensa-
•• tory lengthening: the Ayin cannot double; so

the vowel f Hiriq ] of the prefix is lengthened
to a Sere to compensate for this)

d) 3 ni*3. Hiphil (this form resembles the 3 m.s.
Qalf *1^35?- Hiriq-Yodh marks the form
as a Hipiiil)

3) In the Hiphil Pf., the Hiriq under the He of the prefix has
changed to a Seghol to match the vowel of the Hateph-Seghol
under the Ayin.

Example: instead of T'Dyn
• * V* *

' • •.•••-*•/• A '*
(i.b) The First-Aleph Verb •

In this verb an Aleph appears in the first position of the stem*

Example: "he ate"

Some examples of peouliarities are as follows:

1) (instead of ) 3 Impf. Qal (in this form
the Aleph has lost Its vowel and has united with the
preceding vowel ^SegholJ and has lengthened it to a

/ , Holem; note also that a Pathah appears under the Kaph
instead of a Holem over it)

f 4m^ '
2) In the verb lOK "he said,"' in the I.C, Qal with the preposi

tion-prefix b ^he Aleph has lost its vowel and has united
with the vowel of the prefix, lengthening it to a S&re, i.e.,

nbK*? (instead of ).

3) Also in, the verb noK, in the Q^ Impf. with Waw Conv. the
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foras without a suffix have a Seg^ol as the vowel of the
last syllable, except the 1 c«b. which has a Pathah.

Examples; a) IDS"! 3 m*8*

b) "IDXI 1 c.a. (the Aleph is the Aleph of the
" prefix; the Aleph of the stem has

dropped out)

Cc) The Second-Heth Verb

In this verb a Heth appears in the second position of the stem*

Example: "he proved"'

Examples or peculiarities are as followsr

^ 1) 5 ^eth has a Hateph-Pathah instead
of a vocal shewa under it)

2) .ima 2 m*p. Impv* Qal (here again a Hateph-Pathah is
found under the Heth; and due to the influence of
the IJeth, which prefers a Pathah, the vowel under
the first consonant is a Pathah matching the vowel
of the Hateph-Pathah)

(d) The 3eoond-Aleph Verb

In this verb an Aleph appears in the second position of the stem*

Example: | (this stem is used only in the Piel: '*he
refu3ed"£5 m-s. Pf. PielJ)

Hoter The Aleph cannot double; so the vowel under the first con
sonant of the stem has lengthened from a Hiriq to a Sere to
compensate for this* Thus we find the form ] instead
of the form ] Hrj

(e) The Third-geth Verb

In this verb a ^eth appears in the third position of the stem*

Example: "he sent"'

Examples of peculiarities are as follows:

1) 3 m*s. Pf* Hiphil (here the so-called Pathah Furtive
[see p. llj appears under the IJeth; this occurs

when such a consonant as the Heth follows certain

long vowels, such as the Hiriq-iodh in this verb-
form)
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2) nn*?iy (instead ofFin*?!? ) 2 f.s. Pf, Qal (conaonanta
• ^ such as the *Hsth seldom take a silent shewa under

then; and, in addition, the Heth prefers a Pathah
under it)

(f) The Thlrd-Aleph Verb

In this verb an Aleph is in the third position of the stem.

Example: "he found"
T-r

In this verb-form, the Aleph has lost its function as a consonant
and has united with the preceding vowel, lengthening it. Thus
the form is (5 m.s. Pf. Qal) instead of ,

TT

•{[ Another example is the^l c.s. Pf. Qal, which is
of its function as a'c

(instead
consonant and

has united with the

Pathah and has lengthened it to a Qames.

Note; 1) The Aleph is one of the consonants that never have a
silent shewa under them.

2) The dagesh-lene is lacking inside the Tau of the suffix
because the Tau is preceded by a

Vocabulary

^oy he stood
— T

"ina he proved ( "iria*
^ 5 Impf.) •

(from now ; I.e. Qal
with preposition-prefix
b ) saying

(for I WO ; from | WO )
he refused (Piel)

SSO he found( ^"^0^
5 ni.s. Impf.)'

S'la he created ( W"ia* 3 m.s,
Impf.)

WT" he feared ( W"!*"* 3 n.s.
^ .Cimpf.)

m

perhaps

"19 lest

•Iif!a in the midst of

there is (are)
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Exercise

Translate into English the following::

-n'js nfn- -id*? Tov 2. r"iNn ntn a-Du^n ns D'riVw sna i,
•r '• 7- • ,.- • I ..^y. .. . .. . ... tt

n-iinn nhr fVK nan 4. ^'n-aa urf? '73H'' 3.

p-na E?*; -Viw G, •'*p''nKa o-nVran -anna i'j'ynt *D^7*-n« «n*"» 5.
• • - — • T • — " T • • «. •/ T

8. Tjan-ns "riK^fr^ 7, n^ya

npaa tMa .t'73u"''1 10. Vnwn *'12'? n« inbrr

a.Vxa D-'j^Kn •m'Pii?* nox" 1
vr •.' -

(9) Pouhly-Irregular Verhs

These verbs have more than one consonant in the verb-stem acting in an ir
regular manner#

Examples: (a) "he went out"'
TT

In this verb, both the lodh and the Aleph act irregularly.

This verb is a combination Pirst-Waw (Yodh) Verb and Third-
Aleph Verb#

Examples in. which irregularities occur are as follows;

1) 3 ni.s. Pf, Qal (like --yio , the Aleph has united with
the preceding vowel ^a Pathahjand has lengthened it;
thus the form is "X** instead of 1?^"' )

tt -t '

2) 5 m#s. Impf, Qal (like 3.;;^ {Class III Pirst-Waw
Verb 3) the Xodh of the stem has dropped out and a
Sere, matching the Sere under the second consonant of
the stem, is found under the consonant of tte prefix)

3) 3 ^-s# Pf. Hipbil (likeT**?,inja Pirst-Waw Verb3 1 a
Holem-Waw has been formed by the union of the Yodh,

(•,/., or rather the original law, of the stem with the vowel
• " '' of the prefix)

4} I.e. Qal (like nil7'{^Glass III First-Waw VerbJ , the
Yodh has dropped'"dut; but, in addition, the Aleph has
lost its vowel [& Seghol7 and has united with the
vowel [a. SegholJ under the Sadhe, lengthening it to a
Sere; thus the form is instead of
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(b)
T T

"'he did'"

Hr.

In this verb, both the Ayln and the He act irregularly. The Ayin
acts like the Ayin in First-Ayin Verbs, such as HQyCsee p, 89),
and the He acts like the He in Third-He Verbs, such as nJ2L
(see pp. 65ff»).

Examples: 1)
T • T

2)

2 m.s. Pf. Qal (like n''3a , the original
Yodh fused as a vowel-letter in the Hiriq-
Yodh combination J is found instead of the
He in the third position of the stem)

3 m.s. Impf. Qal (as in , there is the
ending n..; and as in *, we find a
Hateph-Pat'hah finstead of a silent shewaj
under the Ayin and a Pathah under the con
sonant of the prefix fmatohing the Pathah
of the Hateph-PathahJ )

%sA.v

" I'v*

he went out
T T

njy he answered (|:i^1
5 in«s. Impf. with
law Conv.)

T T

Vocabulary

he cried out, called
5 ni.s. Impf.)

iqDK he gathered ( ri'OK]'
5 m»8. Impf.)

Vwa he redeemed (
5 m.s. Impf.}) " • '

Exeroise

n he lived
T T

(forJ^^DTh ; from ) be
added (Hiphil) (followed by an
I.e., it means '"add to do some
thing,*" e.g.,
"he added to speak'" or "he spoke
again")

he was able (
3 m.s. Impf.)

*7 2-1"

min (from n*T' ) he instructed
(Hiphil)'"''.

nan (from nai ) he smote
''' (Hiphil)'''^-

A-

Translate into English the following verb-forms:
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5, 4. nDV 3, nriTi 2. i

-noy^ 10. 0, T'py* 8. T^y 7. o

njRl? i5. np" 14. 1-1 y 13. IDPI 12. CiiiVt^* 11
T -♦ T "•T • r

THE AjqENT ( JOMTD.);

On p. 6 the aocent was discussed "briefly. There it was stated that the accent
usually stands on the last syllable. Some instances where the accent does not
stand on the last syllable are the following:

(1) Verbs with consonantal suffixes other than nfi and (which take the ac
cent), e.g., p, but •Fi/'?o/p. *•' ' . '

((2) The Impf. with Waw Conv. (in some
(=•?/. /' I) t tut if/:. (Impf.).

forms without suffixes), e.g., 1
. ^ ( Ttnrif . ^.

(3) Nouns with a Seghol (usually), which is between the second and third con
sonants, e.g., !|'?/p(not ); 1p/lD(not nap )•

VOWEL CHANGES

A Hebrew word is built around the tone syllable, i.e, the syllable which has
the accent. Vowels that are lengthened because they occur in syllables that
have the accent (or tone) are called '^tone-long"' vowels. In closed accented
syllables (i.e., syllables ending with a consonant and having the accent),
tone-long vowels arise, except usually in verbs.

Examples: (1) ^3./" (a noun; the Pathah has been lengthened to a Qames; thus
the form is *13.^ instead of nin )

TT

<

(2) ^tt/p ('a verb; the Pathah reraains, althou^ it is in the syllable
^ which has the accent)

In an open syllable (i.e., a syllable ending with a vowel, or a half-vowel)
just before the syllable which has the accent, a long vowel arises (especially
a Qames), except in verbs with a vocalic suffix.

Examples; (1) noun; the Pathah has been lengthened to a Qames; thus
''the form is instead of

verb with a vocalic suffix; thus the form is '1*7Dp in
stead of ^

T 'r

Tone-long vowels shorten to a half-vowel in syllables two places removed from
the syllable which has the accent, unless the vowels are maintained by a sec
ondary accent.
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Exampleat (1) Dn/^D/p (in aoc3ordance with the rule, the Qames in theV/ :"/ ; syllable two places removed from the syllable
with the accent has shortened to a vocal shewa;
the form would have been DtiVlDp | if tne Qames
had been retained) ' ' ^

C2) 'T^/to/p (the Metheg, a secondary accent, has kept the Qames
/ •! tT from shortening to a vocal shewa; thus the form is

not /l5tDp y

Towels which may be considered unchangeable are as follows:

(1) Towels which are written with accompanying vowel-letters, such as''^ ^ \
Examplest (a) V''tpy'ph

(b)

Note: Althou^ in the second example the accent has shifted to
a different syllable (i.e., to a syllable other than that
in which the Hiriq-Yodh appears), the Hiriq-Yodh remains
unchanged.

(.2) Vowels arising by compensatory lengthening

Examples: ('a)

(b); D-'iya/yy'n
Note: In both examples, the Pathah under the He has lengthened

to a Qames because the Ayin cannot double; in the first
example, the Qames is in an open syllable ^ust before the
syllable which has the accent; and in the second example,
the Qames is retained even though the accent stands on a
syllable which is three places away.

(3) A short vowel in a closed syllable which is not the last syllable

Examples: (a)

Cb)

Note: In both examples, the short vowel (Hiriq) is in a closed
syllable which is not the last syllable; even when the ac
cent has shifted to the syllable two places away from the
syllable in which the Hiriq appears (as in the second ex
ample), the Hiriq remains unchanged (although it is one of
the vowels that frequently change).
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W0RD3 IN FAU3S

There are two main pauses In a verse in Hebrew. -
f

(1) The pause in the logical middle of a verse:

This pause is indicated by the mark ^ , called an "Athnah." The Athnah
is placed under the accented syllable of the word located in the middle
of a verse and causes a short vowel to lengthen.

Examples: (a) (in this word, n is the accented syllable)

(b) (due to the Athnah, the Pathah in the accented
syllable has lengthened to a Qames)

((2) The pause at the end of a verse:

This pause is indicated by the mark | , called a "Silluq."' The Silluq is
placed under the accented syllable of the word located at the end of a
verse and causes a short vowel to lengthen.

Example: JD^/o (due to the Silluq, the Pathah in the accented syllable
* D has lengthened to a Qames; note the diamond-

shaped sign ♦ , which marks the end of a verse)

Kote; The Silluq looks exactly like a Metheg (a secondary accent Zaee p. 6j);
but it should be noted that the Silluq always appears under the ac
cented syllable of the last word of a verse, whereas the Metheg is
never under the accented syllable of a word (although it may appear
in the same word in which a Silluq appears)•

Example: m/i'/n/o ( * msrTf3 ) (both a Metheg and a Silluq appeariTTir'* this word, which is the last word

of a verse; the first mark funder the
He 2 is not under the accented syl
lable and thus has to be a Metheg,
whereas the second mark is under the
accented syllable and thus has to be
a Silluq)

CONDITIONAL SENTENOES

(l) In sentences which express a condition, often "if" begins the first
clause and } (here translated "then,"' not "and"') begins the second clause.
Example: "'If God will go

with the men, then* they will go in peace"'

(^) DK is used in oaths:

(ia) to express an emphatic negative

Example: nVn". **As the LOED lives, he shall
assuredly'not fall by the sword"; literally: " (As) living (is)
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the LOHD, if he shall fall by the sword"

(b) with «*?(!$*?-QK ) to express an emphatio positive

Example: 1V/L^5 ""As I
live, assuredly'hs you h^ve spoken, so will I do to you"';
literally: ""(As) living (am) I, if not as you have spoken,
so will I do to you"

RELATIVE CLAUSES

In relative clauses, the relative pronoun is often followed by a sup
plementary pronoun.

Examples: (1) ^3- ij "a man who the Spirit of God
(is) in i.ei, '*a man'in whom is the Spirit of God" (here
the supplementary pronoun is suffixed to a preposition)

(2) io-lD'ns 17* KU "the man who I took his horse,'*"
i.e., "the man whose liorse'I to^" (here the supplementary pro
noun is suffixed to a noun)

THE ENERGETIC HUN

Sometimes a Nun is inserted between the Imperfect and the pronoun-suffix, by
which the Imperfect is said to be strengthened. Thus the Nun is called the
'♦energetic" (strengthening) Nun. The Nun is usually assimilated into the
following consonant, doubling it.

Note: The Nun appears only before the suffixes *1 (1 c.s.), ^ (2 m.s.),
•in (3 m.s.), n (5 f.s.), and-lj (1 o-p'-)i rarely.

Example: |I*7tDp* "'he will kill you"' (the Nun has assimilated into the
*' Kaph and has doubled it)

POSSESSION

Ifebrew has no word to express the English "-have." The consonant V , used
as a preposition, is employed In statements denoting possession.

Example: n*a, "b "to me (is) a house,"' i.e., '^belonging to me is a house,'
or ""I have a house"
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Vooabolary

D« if

*• n alive, living (f# n-TJ )
— T"

nJ* n living creature (f«)
(ostr. n*n )

^ in order that

yet, still

Exercise

nra*? *ijy?
tT

1** 2D round about
• T

p*2 only, surely

ny time (f.) (ostr. ny )
<» '*

Van foot (f.) (ostr. Van )

(Cranslate into English the followingr

nDs'^i VKntj^^.-VD-Vx nm snp»t 2. la iiVa nE?i? 1,
" TS V T :' v~*

••nDVni rjVpi d« 3. ntn* nt^s'Va n« Dn^Rn drr art^Vx
j-T*. T rr V "• T '• V * ; V

oi"!! 6. D'ljVs ns -nay -idV nny 5. d^dVdh *pia onV 4... , . . f- *t;— -T yr

'31! '3 ayrr -lyTi 7, rnxn-iD VRniy' '32-ns nin^^ s'^i' n-yn
rr . T: v^r ' • -t* ' ' V ' • y""

liV 9. -iinV'i '3 *i3''>y nx-T-ao -inDR'̂ i s. nin",

nn'yn TfV;M apM o^V^a ^V aV npR>3 10. n^R-ns hp';

NUMERALS

Numerals are described either in the order "bne," "two," "three,"' etc., or
in the order "first," "second," "third," etc.

Some of the numerals in the order ""one," ••'two,"' "three,"" etc., are as follows:

one

Abs. Ostr.

(with m. nouns)

nriR
rv

nnx

Aba. Ostr.

(with f. nouns)

nnx nnR
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H'.

two °ri?' "ivf
V

' 0

three
T T

four nya"ii?
•TT

nya^K yan;^ ya^iK

five n'inn
T •

nj^ort
•• T

six nrj'
T •

Wp'

seven nyi'y
T : •

nyri^" y27' ya^'

eight n3b7
T ;

n_3b'7' n3b7' nib 17'

nine ny^Fi
TJ •

ny^R
#

y^R um
^ #

ten nn^y
rr"!

"i'7y "i'K?y
*' V

eleven i7y tn»
T T ~-

rrpby nnx

twelve nnby
.., *. 00 *

thirteen

twenty

thirty

forty

T f r •

•"ys-is'
, T - -

one hundred (f.) aha.; fl^D cstr.; nlsp p. "hundreds"^

Note: ((1) The numhers 1*19 have both m. and f* forms*

(2) The numbers 1-10 have both abs* and ostr* states*

S ''"V^
/ ^

(5) The numbers 11-19 are written "One ten,"' 1*6*, combining THK
(but in the combination the form is ) "One" and
in the combination the form is ) "ten"; "two ten," combining

({but in the combination the form is D**!^ ) "two"' and
•^*7';.'( in the combination) "ten"; "three ten,"' combining

"three" and ( *1*7^ combination) '"ten,"
etc."^ • '''•

(4) The namber twenty is the plural of ten, i*e*, D'''h7y p* of 1*7^*
'Hen"; but the number thirty is the plural of three','i*e. jD** ^'{7'
p. of "three"; forty is the plural of four, etc*

(5) The number "one"' is an adjective* It usually follows the noun it
modifies, agjreeing with it in gender.

Example: tlH^ "One year"; the form feminine,
"" agreeing with the feminine noun
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(6); The number "two" is a dual noun (used like an adjective), agreeing
in gender with the noun it modifies. In the absolute state it
follows the noun it modifies and in the construct state precedes
it-

Kxamplesr (a) "two women"

(b) "-two women"'; literally: ""two of women'*

(7) The numbers 5~10 are nouns (used like adjectives), disagreeing in
gender with the noun they modify, i.e., the masculine numeral
stands with the feminine noun it modifies and the feminine numeral
stands with the masculine noun it modifies. (The reason for this
is not clear.)

Examples: (a) :??v7"nl'3a nhree daughters'*

(b) D'*3a '*three sons" (note the f. ending
in the numeral))

Sometimes the conjunction Waw joins two numbers.

Example: D*'yaiy' "seventy-seven'*; literally: "'seventy and seven"

Jce f. /Of a)

Some of the nxunerals in the order '"first,"' '"second," "third,*" etc., are as
follows:

M. p.

first m i
'

T •

second n-as^'
0 ••

third n"i7"Vry'
* •»

fourth ^yi-1
* ft •

n-y-in

fifth n** E^^fprt

sixth
n •• w\j'

» 9

seventh rT'yij?'
0 # ft

ei^th
• • 1 n" 3 "DE?*

♦ • ft

ninth
• ft •

tenth

Note: (1) These numerals are adjectives and have distinctive forms from the
—I

'• t h

first through the tenth only. After the tenth, the forms
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t etc., used in the order ••eleven," '^twelve,*" etc.,
are also use'd in the order ••eleventh," "twelfth," etc.

C2) Other than in "first,"'masculine numerals end with , and
feminine numerals with h**,; and " - is inserted "between the second
and third consonants in both masculine and feminine numerals (in
forms with three consonants apart from the H of the ending n*,).

Bhese numerals foHow the noun they modify and agree with it in gender.

Example: nii?a"'in the second year"' ( is a f. noun, and here it
definite; and thus the'^numeral is f. and takes the

definite article)

Vocabulary

he perished
—r

ans (or ant?) he lovecU
— T '"T

Klb he bated ( SSV.
J m.s. Impf.) '

sVn (or he filled;
he (it) was full

HDl he stretched out
3. m.s. Impf.)

nniy' he drank
T-r

Exercise

min (from m* ) he gave thanks
(Biphil)"^

n-3*J (from njy ) he afflicted
•"' tPiel)

ytyfn (from ) he saved, delivered
(Hiphil)"

to run

1.1*7 (^or ) to lodge

(or D'*iy ) to place, put

Translate into English the following:

nnK 4. "-rV-?!! 3. nlia 2. l.

8. n^ya ]b 7. nya^fi o^yans s. inha rr-iffn niiva 5.
' ~ T T* ' t 'T,'— ' y " * «» — T T ~

.inE?M .i*?Ds 10. taa onttn-nx nfn* ab 9. nr2n*7ran Di^a ua-n«
J - ; T - - TTT TT,' •— 5 '/

Va-ix «*7 nbx*? •a*''7s nnxi 12. ^laV rnxn-ns nsi n.
V " r "t;* ' '"T v-*: vtt v " ;

fiKn-*7K na*?
•;tt V '/*•

XV
r
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When what is numbered follows the number,in^feie^sSngulIr^^
Example: lil ^ U '̂̂ O/'l 13^1^ "two and sixty years," i.o,

T T '' I sixty-two years

When what is numbered precedes the nximber, vrtiat is numbered is in the
plural.

Example: ^ "and after the weeks sixty
and twc/ili.e,, and after sixty-two weeks

~ A.^\ ^ -tSSUM-
— -Ar-.; iJ- : y-t^' ••• 'j -_

When two nouns stand together in the construct state-absolute state
/ relationship and the second noun (the one in the absolute state) modifies

(_7^h or qualifies the first noun (the one in the construct state) Hkc an
/ adjective, then the pronoun-suffix (denoting possession) is attached to

/. S'S) the second noun but applies to the whole construction.
... 'a;

Example: ^^ r : "the mountain of His
holiness," which means "His mountain of holiness," i.e., "His
holy mountain."

f/u K xM; ^ ^^





TABLES OF VERBS

Tiie Re#?ular Verb

Pf.

Qal Niphal Piel Pual Hithpael Hiphil Hophal

1 cs ^n^cjDJ 'Pi^Sp. '•fl'70p^ "R^rapnij "•nbopn

Z ms Rbtip
T ; - '"r

R*?QpJ
T % ^ *

Fl'?Qp
t: -L

Hbapnn R^Qprr
T i - ' . .

fl'?Qpn
r ; -T

2 fa.
; ' - T

Pl*70pl R'^spnn RVap!} nVppn

5 ms ^tap
- 'i-

*7Qpl *?sp h'SiDnf} *?Dpn

3 fs nVop
T ; T

n*?Dpi n^tQp^ n*?Qp
T ;'

n'?apnn
T ; : •

n*?-0pfT "t?Pt P-f.
1 op .1 I'JtDp •1 •n*7ap •13 *7 ffip .UVaDHJ} .i3^Dpn •i3'?Dpn

: r

2 mp on'jQp
•. « -» u

• Fl*?Dpl
*» • — . '

• FlVip •R'7 0p_ •R*?t9i^nn DR*? Dpn DR*7 0pn.. } -'j j

2 fp ]R'?3prin ]n'7 0pn ]R'?Dpn
V : ' ; T

3 op •l'?E}p
; 'r

.I*?2p3 'iVap^ .i*7ie|Dnn •I'j^Dpn •3'7Dpn
: • T

1 OS *7*0 p«
! V

*7 0pl>^
•• r*/

*702^ *70pK *7 02R?. *7"DpR *?Dp:^

2 ms VDf^R *7D[5B '?BpR *7 0ptl *7Qpnfl *7''a2R *7Qpfl
- •T

2 fs -Vnjpn *•*70^0
♦ ; T •

'•*?02H ''*?0pnR "•j-DpR "^DpR

3 ms *7'Dp '̂: *?Qi9''
n 'r '

*7 KD"^ '7"Q22 *7 02"
-'sT

3 fs '?bpR *7QpPl
- 'r '

*7 020
«

*7apn *7Q2R '̂1 '?''Q2R *7 0pR
-'t-r

1 op *7bp3 •'P?? *7023 *7003
•m^X \

*70pn3 *7''223 *7023

2 mp .l'70pB
5 * *

•1*?02R 3'7®pR -1*7 22^^ 4*7"Q2R 4*702?!
J } T

2 fp

3 mp

nsVDpR
T I •

•1*7 lOp^

n3bDi5R
T ; - T •

.1*700"
: v •

n3'?Q2®l ?n'7apB
-r: t

n3'7apnR
T : : •

.1*7 02^'!

n^*7Q2Pi

.1'7"D2"_

n3*70pi:|
T } -T

.1*702^

3 fP n3VDf3R n3*?0pR
T ? - r'

n3*?apfl n3*70nfi
f: -'\5

n3*?QpnR n3'?02n rT3^0pH

Impv.

2 ms *7bp_ *?D0n
14 't •

*702 *7Bpnn *?p2n

2 fa "*700n
• ; 'T • "^02 "*?''D2n

2 mp •l'?QD
• 'i

•1*7 0pn
} 'r •

'1*?0D l*70pnn •1*7 "2p!l

2 fp n3*7bp
T : 'i

n3*70pn
T .* - T •

n3*70p
T !

-102-

n3*7Qpnn
T: '

n3*7Dpn
T ; " : "
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Inf. ;

I.A. *7 tC!p
T

Voion
T ♦

Vap Vtflp Vtspnii '7Qpn X.A

I.e.
•• t'

^pp_ *7 tap
— > 1

'?ppnn *?**ppn *?i3pn x.c
~ 5 T

Part.

BOt.
*?q'p *71300 '7'Qpr) P£kr-t.

Ac.6.

refl.
'?ppnD

pass. '?-UTp
T

*7Qp3 '?QpO
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The Irregular Verb

Third-He Verb

Qal Niphal Piel Pual Hithpael Hiphil Hophal

1 cs
• ' ^

^n-aaa
• if • *

"riMSL * n" -a an n -n-ian -n-aan
• •• : T

2 ms
•r • -r

n-aaa
r •

n^-aa
T • '

rT'-aa
T .. •.,

n-aann n-aan
T • J •

n-aan
T •• ; T

2 fs rr^aa
• T

n - aaa ri^aa iT'-aa
«« ft

n •• a an n n-aan n- aan
" : T

3 ms naa
T T

naaa
T i •

naa
T '

n*a a
T

na an n
T — • •

naan
-ri *

naan
T : r

5 fs nnaa
T • T

nnaaa nnaa
T : •

nn-aa
t: \

nn-aann
t: - : •

nnaan
r: ! ♦

nnaan
T: t T

1 op •UMa
• T

-aa-aia 4a**sa -13\3 2 •aa^-aann •la-aan •a a-a an
• T

2 mp Dn-aa
•V • *

w %

•n-aaa
4« * #

nn-aa nn-aann nn-aan
«• • # •

on-aan
V " : T

2 fP Ifi^aa IP/?? TP"*.?? ! n -a an n
' K4 * ^ • 0

tn-aan
* *» ^ t 0

tn-aan
' y •• : r

3 op •laa
T

-naa •vaa •vai naann naan •la an
1 T

Impf.

1 oa nias Tfias
V T •/

nja» n-aas
V

na ant?
•1 ^ ^
' 0 *

naat?
»< ft

« •

naat?
V ; T

2 ms naiR
• r

naan
V T r

api
* 1

n-ain naann naan
« 0

naan
V ; '•

2 f 3 -aaci -aas
* T •

^•aaH ^•aaa
* \ ^

-aann -a an -a an
* ; ^

3 ms nai'
TT*

n-aa-
7" •

naa"
-

na an**
^ 4 •

naa^
0 0

naa-
*.* "r

3 f3 nain
V ' *

niapt
7T*

naiB
»«—}

naapt na ann
V ~ 1 '

naan
«• ft «

naan
•' • T
0 •

1 op naaa
•/{ *

njaa
VT«

n-aaa
# ^

naaa
V %

naana
04

0 #

naaa
•4 *

naaa
V /T

2 mp 'laaci
j *

4iapi
r •

a-a aij -aaa»
•

4aanB
-• « •

•

4 a an
; T

2 fp na-aaa na-'jaiJi
T V "t* •

na^aan
M •« W A

# » /

na^'aaw
r V \;

na-aana
7- .

na-aan
T

na-aan
r •; • r

3 mp .lai-
^ •

T*
-a*aa-. -VJ -a-a an- »;aa- •la^V

5 fP na-aapi
T i *

na" aaa
T V T »

na-aiR
T 7- ;

na^aiB
T V % ;

na-aann
T V ~•

na-aaa
T i -

na-aaa
T V • T

Impv.

2 ms naa
#• "

n-aa
«• •

na an n
..-i ♦

naan
^

2 fs ••aa
• •

" aan
• T »

-aann -aan



2 rap •na

2 fp ni^ia
T •; 1

Inf.

I.A.

I.e.

Part,

act.

refl.

pass.

T

nha

•uan
T '

ni"lan
T V T •

nsai

nuan
r'

niai

•Via

ni^aa
T »» —

rf4a

niia

naata

.105-

rr'sa

niia

man

-i-aann

ni^'iann
r '

n'i an n

ni-iann

niann

•uan

nj'*ian

nian

niian

man

man

nnan
r

man
{T
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Pirst-Nun Verb

Qal Niphal Hlphil Hophal

01. X Cl. II Gl. Ill

EL*

1 OS
•» . — -y * 5 ~T

"Pini
' - T

•n'793 "R'psn
' *1

2 ms piVdj
T ; - T

vimi
y ' "T

Bn3
T "T

PI *733
T J ^ »

51*73^
T ; ~ *

pi*73n
T t "" V

2 fa bVdj
:}" T • .* --r

nni
* — T

Fl'?33
« 4 * «

B^3IT
' ' *4

3 ms *?DS
- T

^33
— T IPi *733 *7 •'Sir

# t

^BTi

5 f3 n'7D3
^ T

n!7'33
•»•: r

mm
f t T

n*?31
T ; .

n*7-3rT
T #

n*?3n
T ; \

i

1 op •13'7D3
: -T

•13 ^'33
: -r

•I'Sni
— T

^3*733 '13^37 •I3*73n
t *
• #

2 mp dbVds DPl'/lS
V i ':

DPins DPI *733 DR^SiJ • Pl^sn

2 fp 1P1*7DJ |B7'3 3 TPini
• ♦ j

TP) *733 |B'73a
'•* • \

3 op
; T

•lt^3 3
; r

•nn3
r

3*733
/ *
4

•1*7 ••sn
# <

•i'73n
t 4

Impf.

1 OS Vs»
«1

]PIK *?3-3S
• • f ».

*7*SS *?3«

2 1118 Vspi
•

17*3 PI TRPi
'.««

*?D3FI
•• T •

*7'•33 *7351

2 fs
• • • ' • f

MBPI
: •.'

-'7D3P1
• It •

^*7351
* \ •• 4^

3 ma :7a •*
ir. *7 3-3"

•• T • t

5 fs Vdr tT'aH TPtB *7 3351
'•T •

*7^35 *73^
~ \

1 op V3 3
*

*733 3
.. T«

'?''33
9 ^

*733
«

2 mp -iVbr '117 AH
f •

•UPIB ^*?D3R
{ T •

3'7*'5l3 •1*73P1

2 fp njVsB
T J ♦

n3 -iaa
t; - •

na»pi
T" •

iT3'?33fl
T / - T '

33*733
r; "

n3*73PI
T ; -

3 mp
• 4 « #

Mm «1*?33'»
: T *

3*73-,
*

3 fP niVsB
T ;

n3l73p)
T .* - •

rtSBB
T«» »

n3'?D4Pl
T; - T •

n3*73Pl
t: •• -

133*7351
T: ~

Impv.

2 ms VD3 T?. *7 33 rr
"T *

*7 31}

2 fs
» 4 • «

"*733 n
• T •



2 mp

2 fp

Inf.

I.A.

I.e.

Part,

aot.

refl.

pass.

• *

niVDj

*?"iD3
T

Vdi

bQ'l

T

mm

T

n^'a
w

era:

-I3n

nan
T •'

imi

nn

in'j

l-inj
T
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n*?E)in

n
t; -r *

VQjn
T •

*?D3n
»«T •

na'ran
T » •• —

*79n

*?"3n

*?an

Van

Vao
r %



Qal

01. II Cl. Ill

» ; — T

Pite^n-
1 . T

- -r

T ; T

DHl^\

I BIVV

.157"!"
; T

i?n* K

^ I

t:h**
^ «

itfVR

t'vi

J •

n3 7n*B
r« - •

I

niEh*B
T; - '

71

*71

• I- T

T : ~ T

Batvr

T : T

^la^;.

•1 a^/"
.» 7

a7«

ai'/R

* ar/B
• > •'

at/*
»• *»

aE/3
»• *9

.3 ar/n

n3a7b
r ;

.317*
> '»

?t3at:/B
T : — »•

17*

*a7*
• «

•108-

Pirst-Waw Verb

Niphal

••nivnii

B''nn
T :""

mnl 3

mnii
T J

33tfn11

DRlihU

7*1.3 «
.. TV

i:h-iB
•' T •

*7^-1 B
* IT'

7*1-3*
»• T "

7h-3a

t!/*l'33

.3 7a.3B
I T '

rri^n-iB

-3K/13*
• T '

n3 7^.lB
r.' -r'

713 n
-7'

* t:/i.3 n
» ' 7 »

Hiphil

BiySi n
r ; "

n

T

33t7li n

•n?^3n

]B^lin

.1 '7** 13 n

7* 11«

7* *3 IB

*7*'13B

7* n i *

7*'l3fi

7**1,3 3

•1K/**11B

nith IB
r i ~

.37'*a3*

n37*l3B
T ! ~

7l3n
••

*7*i3n

Hophal

^Rtn.3n

fi'ih-in
•r J ^

n

iyn-in

nt^n-in
T .'

,111^.3 n

DHt7"l-ln

3 rr

71

713 B

*71-3B

713*

ti/l-3B

713 3

•It/l^B

i332h3B
T i "

-IK/I'l*

rT3uh'3B



2 mp

2 fp

Inf.

I.A.

I.e.

part,

act.

refl.

pass.

Am

mm
T • ~

t\m

T

-12^

n3 2t^'
r ' ••

na??

22?'

2-12?^

•109-

•12?^ in
: T •

nimAn
r : -r '

T •

mAn
..T*

T

ni2?nirt
r : *'

mm

2^1 in

2^nfD

2h4n

sh-in

2n^D
T



Qal Niphal Polel

•110-

Seoond-Waw Verb

Polal Hithpolel Hiphil Hophal

Pf.

1 ca '•FIDi5 "nio.ipi *noD*p *^ptfp *Bop'pnn *nio*pfT
4 ♦. -/

*^pp4 n

2 ms niD-ipj Bpo'p BOO'p noo'pn n nYo* piT
T

app-in

2 f3 nio-ipi BOO'p BOO'p Bop'pnii nio*pn
-i

Rpp.in

5 ms Dip!
' r

D0]3 DO'p Do'pnn D*pn • {>in

3 fs. nop
T V

nnipi
T ' T

nnpp DOO'p noo'pnn no*pn no P'i n

1 op •nop 'Uio-ipi .lloo'p •Hoop •iioo'pnn •11 io* pn .iiDp-in

2 mp °?9P- on 101 pi QBOO^ DBOpp DBoppnn on 10* pn •appjin

2 fp inpp. tnioipi
9 •

T^PE'P TBOO'p IBoo'pnn jnio*i3n laojO'in

3 op .lop •101 pi
' T

lloo'p
#

.loo'p ,iopprin •lopln

Impf.

1 08 • .IpK Dips DDp«
•

DOpS,

2 ms D'lpB • ipB DOpa
»* ' 4

•O'pB Dopna D^pa
• T

• p-ia

2 fs • 0-1 pB *Ol'pB *00pB
* J 5

*pOpR *oppriR
0 •

*0*pB
• ''T

*pp-ia

3 ms ••tp"
' T

Dlp"^ •pp*
4

DO'p* QD^Dn".
•• .

D|^*

3 fs • .IpB oipp •opo
•

DO'pB
•

Do'pnn D* pa
'• T

• p:la

1 op D.lpj
T

Dipl DD-pl
«

npp\ Do'pni D*pl
'*T

Dp'11

2 mp •in^pB .lOf pB .lOp'pB lOppH JlDOpHB *10* pa
'•r

.iop.ia

2 fp na^p^ipB nioipB n^op'pB niop'pB nioopna nip pa niop-ia
T i

5 mp .iD^p*
' r

.ioi>- •loo*p*
t' '

.lopp* -loo^n* .10* p*
• T

•lop'i*

3 fp n3*r34pa
r .. ' j

niolpB
r:

nioo'pa nioo'pB nioo'priB niopa
r: "T

n^pya

Imgv.

2 ms D4p Dipll dd'p Do'pn ri • pn
'•.-r

2 f • 'n.ip *01 pn *oo'p *oppnn *D*pn
- '• T

2 mp .imp ,ioipn .loo'p -looprt!? .lo*pn
* T

2 fp ni9'p moipn
T i ' *

nioop rti on'pn n niopn
T.* '-T



I.A.

I.e.

Part,

aot.

refl,

pass.

Dip

D4p

DP,

D»1p

Dfpn

Dipn

Dlp^

DD*p

dd'p

•ppp

-111-

opp

dd'd

DDpp

Dppnn

DDpnp

D-^pn

D^pO

Dpin

• pin

• p^3D
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Repeated-Second-Consonant Vert

Qal Niphal Polel Polal Hithpolel Hiphil Hophal

1 08 ^niao ^n^aoj 'RaaiD 'FiaaVo
«

'RaaiRDrr 'niaon
4 V •Ml

'niao4iT

2 ms niao
T —

niaoi
f — j

naalo
T —

naaiD
T : —

naaiRon
Tt- t -

niaon
T •

niao^n
Y -

2 fa nlao niaoi naatD RaaiD RaaiRorr
! } ^ ; '

niapn niao-in

3 ms ID aoi
"T

aaio aaio aaiflon
•

aon
4J

ap-in

5 fa nao
*r"*

naoi
T-r

naaio
T ;

naaio
T :

aaaiRon
7 *

naon
T •' *'

naoin
T —

1 op .131 a D -uiaoj
9

4 3 aa1D 43aaio 43aaiRpn 43 iaon 43 iap4n

2 mp •niao Dniaoi
f 1

apiaaiD •Raaio
•1 • *

•RaaiRpR •niaon
4 '

on i ap4 n

2 fp ^niao iniaoi IRaaiD».. j - ]RaaiD TRaainon
V • " 1 •

iniaon
• M » —.

TniaD4n

3 op .lao •laoj
"T

4 aa i D 4aaiD
}

4aaiRDn 4 aon 4204 n

Impf.

I OS a'D«
T

aes aaiD«
-{

aaiDX aainp« aoR
"T

ap4R

2 ms a'D»
T

aQR aaioH aaiDR aaiRDR
# •

aoR
'• r

204 R

2 f3 "abR
' r

^aen
• ^ •

'aaiDR 'aaiDR
• t ^

'aatRDR
> * 4 «

'2DR
♦ I. r

'20-1R

5 OS ab**
T

aD^_ aaiD^ aaiD*; aaiRp", ao'
-T

204'

3 fa a'DR
T

aQR aafoH
9* *

aafoR aaiRDR
* • # *

aoR
'• T

ap4R

1 op a'Di
T

aatoi aalD3 aaiRD3 aD3
•• r

204 3

2 mp .1 aoR 4 aQR
«

4aaiDR
i i

4aai'DH
i 4

4aaiRDR
5 • •

4 a OR
"T

4ap4R

2 fp ni^aoR
T V ♦.

«

ni^asn
T V '

niaatDR
T ; J

aiaaiDR
T 5

n3aaiRDB
T J •• 1 •

n3'aDH
Y " i

n3'aD4R
T -

5 mp 4ab'
T

flaaiD^ 4aafD'
i i

4aa3'RD'; 4 20'
.. T

4 204'

5 fP nj^aoR
T V \ i

nj aQR
T V •

niaafoR
T '. *•

niaafoR
•*' I — ;

nsaaiRDR
T t " i '

n3'aDR
-r •

n3'aD4n
T •/ —

Impv.

2 ms ab aen
•• •

aa'io aaiHDR aon
"T

2 f8 'ab 'aen 'aaiD 'aaiHon 'aon
• T

2 mp 4a*D )aQn 4 aa i D 4aafRDn 4 aon
»• T

2 fp nj^'ao
T V

nj'aen
T V *

niaaio
r •'

nsaatRon
T 5 •'

n3'2on
T •/ •



awrcjQitctarari-T:'ss-Bd

aQwitc'ijsj I

aaraairzart

utQZuQt:UQUi'tzQi^t:Qizzii'drat-o-i *•t*

uiQZUQCiiQiaiti:qict:aiiirusitatit-vi

I•j5i

-£TT-



at?
T

nas
-T

1 as

Dnnas
TT;

ms
TT

nms

- 3*T S
T ""t*

ans
- T

'?n*s

is

-5.1s

nis

TS
T

n»
T

VOCiiBUIiARIES

Hebrow-English

father Cm.)) (cstr* "as );
with suff. 1 o.s. "as ; pi#

nias (lostr. ni as )

he perished

stone (f.) (ostr. ]a!;i ));
pi. n-'jas Gostr# ""Tas )

Abraham

Adam; mankindi man (m#)
(cstr. ms )

tT

ground (f.) (cstr. HOTS )

(the) Lord

(or ans ) he loved

tent (m.) (cstr# *?iT's )

or

perhaps

light (m#) (cstr. niS )

then

brother (m.) (cstr^^ns )>
with suff# 1 c.s# ""ns '); pi#

n** ns (cstr# )

ans C ) after; with suff.

s

rn

*73S
-T

1 c.s# 'nns

where?

not (used with a noun) ji}< kUr^)mt
man, husband (m#) (cstr# s );
with suff# 3 5 pl*

• (cstr# v/j )
T "J ^

he ate ( 3 M'S# Impf.)

not (used with Jussive)

-114-

-h>
"•*?« unto, Into, towards; with

'*' suff# 1 c.s-

ni?;; thesa (0#)
•» « «

• "n'Vt? Gbd (m.) (ostr# "n*?!? )
• •• V,

DK mother Cf#) (cstr# qi; )

D« if
a

nrai? cubit Cf#) (cstr. nrax )
"r •" —

he said ( IQI?" 5
Impf,; "101?" 1 3'm.3. Impf.
with Waw' Gonv#;
I.e. with prep.-pref#)

we Co.)

(or '•3*3 «) I (o.)
T

he gathered ( 3 m.s.
Impf.)

nose, anger (m#) (cstr# r]K )

chest, ark (m#) (cstr# |i"lK)
(with def# art. )

' TT

flH earth, land (f.) (cstr. )
(with def. art. )i ":pl»

(ostr. ) .
T-J .*

he cursed

4 3ri3S.

"3 «

tlD«

n«

r *

v~/

woman, wife (f.) (cstr# );
with suff. 3 m#s. ;*'pl#

W^m (cstr# ) ' '
*7-

who, which; with , i.e.,
U\J' , . . -where '

R« you Cf.s.)

n«
..

( ) sign of the direct
object; with suff. 1 c.s.

"n't?
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nS ( ~n8 ) with; with suff. 1 o.s.
-fik''

nns you (m»s.)

DBS you (m«p*)

]BS you (f-p.)'

a

nona
T " '

sia

uria

nna
— T

ra
' »»

B-.a

nja
tt

"itph

t!/^a

sna
T~r

n**na

in, with, by; with suff. 1 o.s.
'a

garment (m.)

cattle (f.) (ostr. BDHa )
^ ♦»!

to enter, go in ( siaij, 5 ®-3-
Impf.)

to be ashamed

he proved ( 3 eq.s.
Impf•) *

between

house (m.) (ostr. )» with
suff. 3 m.s. ; "pi. D'«Ba
(ostr. *Ba)
* '• X

he wept

son (ni.) (ostr. -]a ); with suff.
3 m.s. na ; pi. B^Ja (ostr.

'13) '

he built

morning (m.)

he sou^t (Piel)

he created ( 3 m.s. Impf.)

covenant (f.) (cstr. fT*'ia ); with
vb. see p. 49

he knelt

Tj^a he blessed (Piel)

l\7a flesh (m.)

na daughter (f«) (cstr. na )j
with suff. 5 ni.s. "^Ra ; pi-

niia (ostr. nija )

^ina in the midst of

b»a
— T

'7-iaa

Vna
T

• a

nan
TX

nan

• r

DH
X

— r

he redeemed ( 3 m.s.
Impf.) •

boundary, territory (m.)
(cstr. *?*iaa )

great (f. n'jina )
^ !

nation (m.)

to sojourn

also

garden (m. and f.) (ostr.
\i )

word (m.) (ostr. 11^ );
pi. D*-ian (cstr."'-nan )

he spoke (Piel)

David

blood (m.) (ostr. Dh )

way, road (m.) (ostr. ^nn );
pi. (cstr. -ann )

he sought



n

•y-nan

v-in

»4rt

min
T

n"iin
T

)r lyf n

'7nn
• •

ci** Dh

K^n
*

n* n
T T

•yD-n
T ••

nan
T* »

nvn

nfan
T »•

n*ipn

n^n
T -

n-in

nn

-116-

the

he divided (Hiphll)

he declared (Hiphll)

he, that (m.)

he gave thanks (Hiphil)

he instructed (Hiphil)

he saved, delivered (Hiphil)

he began; he caused to be
profaned (Hiphil)

(for «T'Dfn ) he added
(Hiphil); followed by I.G-,
see p. 95

she, that (f.)

he was, became; it came to pass
( "* nM 3 ia»s, Impf* with Waw
Gonv.^ ' "

temple, palace (m.) (cstr.
•j^-n )

00^ p i '

he smote (Hiphil) ,/

he went, walked ( H!??. 5 ni.s.
Impf.; 5 a.s. Impf. with
Waw Gonv.; PDI? I.C.;
5 m.s. Pf. Hiphil) ^

or on they (m.)f those (m.)

he caused to die (Hiphil)

or |n they (f.)i those (f.)

or ^ n behold!

he delivered (Hiphil)

he offered (Hiphil)

mountain (m.)(ostr. "in ); with
def. art. "inn; pi.

(ostr. *"in )
•• T

.?j'*'? '̂n he threw, cast (Hiphil)

niT^fliyn he prostrated himself
~ • ' (Hithpael)

1 and

n«'T this (f.)

HIT he sacrificed ( nat*. 3'ni.s.
Impf.)

niT sacrifice (m.) (ostr. );
pi. •'•niT (cstr. }r • T • *• ; '

nt this (m.)

anT gold (m.) (cstr. ant )
-r-r ** .•

"13 Y he remembered
— T

IpT old

ynt seed, offspring (m.) (cstr.
yiT )

n

KTin new (f. njynn )
T*r TT-;

month (m.) (ostr.

"n alive, living (f.

n^n he lived
T T

E^n )
•p

n»n )
T -



n>rr living creature (f.) (ostr.
)

strength, army (m.) (ostr.
*?*n )

4*

DDn wise (f. nD3R )
TT-i

noan wisdom (f.) (ostr. nr^Drt)
T i-r - T

|n grace, favour (m.)

I J n he showed favour

TOn mercy, kindness (m.) (ostr«
''PIJ ^

njan statute (f.) (ostr- OpH )

sword (f.) (ostr. nrt )

3,1 D good (f. naiQ )
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hand (f.) (cstr. )

PT* he knew ( JJT* 5 m.s. Impf.)
— T —

m-in**. Judah
T !

ntn* (the) LORD
T '

oi* day (m.) (ostr. D'" ); pi.
(cstr. "n* )

aCJ^ he was good

Vs* he was able ( *7 34" 3 ra-s*
^ Impf.)

he begot

D* sea (m.) (ostr. D*^); pi.
• "fa**

he went out ( 5
"^•^impf.; i.c:;'; R-^in

5 m.s. Pf. Hiphil)

pS* he poured out

Rn** he feared ( Rn'^ 3 m-s-

•JT he went down
-T

he possessed

•^Rliy* Israel
•• r X '

vh there is (are)

he sat, dwelt
— T

n^RS

113
*• T

1113
T

ina

*?43

•p-s

1^3
Y*

"•^3

I?

nD3

as, like; with suff. 1 c.s.
IDS

T

as

he was heavy

glory, honour (m.) (ostr.
1113 )

priest (m.) (ostr-tna )

to measure

that, because

or "^3 all, every, the
whole"^ (m.) (ostr. 73 )

he completed (Piel)

utensil, vessel (m.)
(catr. 3 )

so, thus

silver (n.) (cstr. ^33 )
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^33 h® covered, pardoned (Piel)
I * «

*

n*13 he out; with , aee p. 48

an 3 he wrote
— T

«•?

aV

nV'*?
T : -

13^
— T

noV
-T

ID*?
• • *

no*?
r-r

•'ID'?
it \ »

Y«n

IKri

nain
T » •

no
T

to, for; with suff. 1 o.s. **7

not (used with a verh)

heart (a.) (ostr.aj? , "a|? ) ?
or aa^ (m.) (ostr. aa*?'" )

-r-- " }

or p ^ to lodge

hread, food (m.) (cstr. )

or ni^t (a.) (ostr.
•''5: )

he captured

he learned

he tau^t (Piel)

why?

in order that

in front of, before

he took ( 5 m-s. Impf.)

0

exceedingly

he refuted (Piel)

wilderness (in.) (cstr.
naip )

or "iTO what?

niD

natp

nap

'o

D^D

k'jo
r T

non'jD
TT; •

rr^?

"19

•yyp

ncryp

»XD

nno
T • '

DlpO

n2?b

D3^
T < •

death (m.) (cstr. niD )

to die

altar (m.) (ostr. natD )

staff, rod, tribe (m.)
(cstr. nsp )

who?

water(s) (m.) (cstr. **o )
• #

or kVo he filled; he (it)
was full

messenger (m.) (cstr.
-:is*?p )

war, battle (f.)

he reigned

king (m.) (cstr. );
pi. (cstrV'•3'?D )

from, out of; with suff.
1 0.3. 'ipp

from upon

deed, work (m.) (ostr.
n\7yp )

he found ( ^flRXp 1 o.s.
Pf.; KSO* 5 mTs. Impf.)

commandment (,f.) (ostr.

"1^9 y

place (m.) (ostr. Qlpp )

Moses

judgment (m.) (ostr. );
dI. D*a32^ (ostr.*D3Kto )



T

• T

1733
-T

nt33
T T

Dn>3

^D1
— T-

^bi
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I (we) prayj see p. 64

prophet (ra.); pl.D^R^ll
(cshf^, ((.£^ "* '̂"'11^
he approached ^ cap-'

he stretched out ( 5 m.s*
Impf.)

ho fought (Niphal)

he fell

soul, person, life (f.) (cstr.
17'D3 )

"lyi boy (m.) (cstr- "1^1 )

«^73
Tt

151

he lifted up ( sar* 5 m.s.
Impf•) ^

he gave ( 3 m.s. Impf.;
riR i.cr.)

aao he surrounded
— T

a*»aO round about
- T

D-ID horse (m.) (cstr. D.1D )

140 to turn aside, depart

1DD he counted
-"-T"

IDD book (m.) (cstr. np.D ); pi.
V" d^TDD (catr. *nQD )

' T i '• I '

lay he served
- T

liy servant (m.) (catr. 1^57 );
*• "• pi. 0*7^?. ^

12!^ he passed over, transgressed

ny until

Tly yeb, still

rT*?iy biurnt offering (f.) (cstr.
nVy )

D*?iy eternity (m.)

1'y

nVy
T T

•y

D?

noy
—r

my
tT

n-iy

nay
T T

aiy

niTy
T T

ny

HRy

fountain, eye (f.) (cstr.
vt ^

city (f.) (cstr. )

upon, above, over; with
auff. 1 0.8. ^'ry

— T

he went up

therefore

or Oy people (m.) (cstr.
DSL ^5 Dyn »

with suff. 5 m*P» DK>y
T —

with, along with; with suff.
1 c.a. "oy (also "iray )

he stood ( 5 is«s.
Impf.; I^oyn '3 Pf-
Hiphil)

he answered ( 1?**! 3
Impf. with Waw Gonv.)

he afflicted (Piel)

dust (m.) (cstr. *lDy )

tree (m.) (cstr. fSf )

evening (m.) (catr. 17^ ^

he did, made ( 3 ®*s*
Impf.)

time (f.) (cstr. ny )

now



na mouth (m«) (ostr. ^3 )
I

-] 9 lest

0*19 fao^Ca) (m.) (cstr. *19 )
Tp9 be visited

*13 fruit (m.) (ostr. *19 )

sheep (f.) (ostr- IKS )

p*ns righteous

pis ri^teousness (a.)

n>lS he commanded (Piel)
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lap he buried

lap grave (m.) (ostr. lap )

t?11p holy
T

E^lp he was holy

e/I'p holiness (m.) (ostr. EHp )

*?ip voice, sound (a.) (ostr. "Jlp )

D-lp to rise, stand

*7Bp he killed

he was small

Kip he cried out, called ( sip*
•'•"'̂ 3 m.s. Impf.) ''''

HRI he saw ( S'l^l 3'm-s-
Impf. with ffaw Oonv.)

head (n.) (ostr. E?81 )

ai much, many (f. nil )

2*1 multitude, abundance (a.)
(ostr. I'l )

'?11 foot (f.) (ostr. *?ai )

he pursued

n>11 breath, wind, spirit (f.)
(cstr. n-11 )

f 11 to run

yi bad ((f. nyi )
~ TT

pi only, surely

SEh wicked (f. nSETI )
T-r TT •

S7

niS7 field (m.) (ostr- nily )
• *

D-lEr or D*^ to place, put

KIE; ho hated ( K1'E7* 3 m.s.
Impf.) *

1^ prince (m.) (cstr. 1^ )

niiy Sarah
TT

t]1E7 he burned

iat7 he broke in pieces
-T
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ni^ he ceased, rested
- T '

to tum back, return

oi*?^ peace (m.) (cstr.Dl*?!? )

he sent ( nVt?". 3 Impf*)

he gent away (Piel)

DC? therej following lETS ,gee p. 29

U^fi'najae (m.) (cstr. ,'D^' );
with suff. 1 e.g.

Samuel

heavenCs) (m.) (cstr. *02^' )
• - T •• •

ytp '̂ he heard ( 3 Ei»s. Impf.)

*10 '̂ he guarded, kept

ni-y year (f.) (cstr. n3»J* )
T T —

QD^7* he judged

nnK?' he drank
T T

nniB law (f.) (cstr.nnin )
T "

hHR under, instead of; with suff.
3 U.S. T'BnPl



Able, he was
' T

Above b y

AbrAhwB

Abundance

Adam DTK
tt

Added, he

Afflicted, he HIy

after nn«

Alive '• n

all '?'3 ,"'7 3

along with

Also

iiitAr natD
•• * ♦

And 1

anger

answered, he niy
TT

Approached, he "•'13

ark T̂ ^
Army b*n

as (1) 3 C2) lifSa

Ashamed, to be

ate, he b3X
' ~ -r

B

bad

English-Hebrew
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battle nnnbo
T-r; •

became, he n"n
TT

because ** 3

before

began, he bnn

begot, he •yb*'
— T

behold! nan ^

between ]* a

blessed, he ^13,

blood DH

book *iDp

boundary b*) 11

boy nyi

bread cnb
«pi k I

breath n4*1

broke in pieces, he

brother RS

built, he nil
T T

buried, he ^Ip

burned, he

burnt offering nb 3y
T

by 3

called, he
T T



cvae to pass, it

captured, he

oast, he

cattle norta
r •• ;

ceased, he nia**
- r

Chest

city

coamanded, he n-lif

commandment HI 2^0
T : •

completed, he nba

counted, he 1DD

covenant n**ia
1

covered, he ^Bp

created, he ^ia
' T-r

cried out, he W*1p
T r

cuhit nras
f •"

cursed, he
- T

cut, he n^3

D

dau^ter ft a

David T1 'T
• T

day Di *

death niO
V

declared, he

deed rtWo

delivered, he (1)
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C2) yiyirr

depart, to HD

did, he
Tx

die,:, he caused to n'^nn

die, to n*10

divided, he ^*nari

drank, he nn^'
T T

dust •lijy
T

dwelt, he ai7*» —X

£

earth f'lK

enter, to si'a

eternity D^iy

evening l^y

every Vs »

exceedingly TKp

eye py

facets) •"Jh
' T

father a«
X

favour t tt
•

feared, he
♦. r

fell, he
"T

field mk?
V"

filled, he
TT

flesh 'iiya
tt



food on^

foot

for

fought, he Dl}*?!

found, he
' TT

fountain ^ * V

from "Ip

from upon "JVp

fruit '19

full, he (it) was R*?D
TT

a

garden ]^

garment nil

gathered, he pOR
— T

gave, he | HS

gave thanks, he niln

glory TllB

Gfod

go in, to kIa

gold an T
TT

good aid

good, he was ao^

graoe ]n

grave lap
4

great *7 113

ground noTR
T r-j

-r
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guarded, he

H

hand n**
* T

hated, he
'• T

«.l n

head

heard, he yoE?

heart a*?. aa"?
». » T ••

heaven(s) D*D2?*
• - T

heavy, he was
••7

holiness 0^p

holy tyt'np^

holy, he was

honour H'a3
T

horse 04 D

house n*. a

hushand 8

I •»!« , *a'j«...» , ^

if OR

in a

in front of '19^

in order that |yp*?

instead of nnR

instructed, he niln
T



in the midst of ntna

into " *7 K

Israel
" f!

jr

Judah n*7-in^,

judged y he

judgment

K

kept, he 1n^*

killed, he

kindness TDH

king

knelt, he nil

knew, he

land fn»

law miR
T

learned, he ^n5

lest -]9

life E^Ql

lifted up, he
T T

li^t niR

like 3

lived, he n*n
T T
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living

living creature rr-^tt

lodge, to ]

LORD nVn*
T

Lord "I'TR
T

loved, he anR , IHR
-T " r

M

made, he
T-r

man (1) DRS (2)t7*R
XT

mankind dIR
X T

many an

measure, to ^4 3

mercy noR

messenger

month tynn

morning npa

Hoses rt^

mother • R

mountain

mouth ns

muoh a*l

mtsltitude a'n

N

name • vf
4 f

nation •* i -j



neiT cnn
TT

night f

nose P]«

not (1) t'« (2) *7« (3) »*?
' ♦ V

77y
now npiy /'-

* — '

0

offered, he

offspring y^T

old lipT^

only p*l

or is

out of ~]D

over *?y

P

palace
T "

pardoned, he 19 2

passed over, he liy
~T

peace •I'yz?'
T

people

perhaps " Vl S

perished, he las

person t^ai
»I **

place Q1 pO

place, to Q.1K7 ,

possessed, he
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poured out, he ps«

pray, I (we) rj
T

priest I nb

prince "ie?

profaned, he caused to be bnn

prophet RH 23
'T

prostrated himself, he

proved, he
—T

pursued, he

put, to D*'2?

redeemed, he
-T

refused, he | ri^

reigned, he
'' -T

remembered, he
- T

rested, he niB?'
— T

return, to 2-117

ri^teous p"*

righteousness

rise, to o^p

road vfH

rod niBD

round about a* 20
• T

run, to pi

mnncrn
T « •



sacrifice HI T

saorificed, he niT

•aid, he 10R

Sanuel

Sarah
TT

sat, he If*

saved, he

saw, he
r-r

aaying

sea

seed ynt
^ 1,4

sent, he

sent away, he

servant nay
•} V

served, he IIV

she n
a

sheep ]

showed favour, ho 1^!},

silver ^103

saall, he was

smote, he HSTT
' T •

BO ^3

sojourn, to a

son ^ a

sought, he (1) snn (2) E/jga

soul
^ #

sound P
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spirit rt'in

spoke, he nai

staff nttO

stand, to CM p

statute rrpn
t

still niy

stone I IK

stood, ho noy
— T

strength * n

stretched out, he noi
tT

surely pn

surrounded, he lao
- r

sword ann

tau^t, he np"?

temple
T" •»

tent n'K

territory ^ .1 a^i

that (m.) K-1 n

that (f.) «-n
I

that (oonj.) *3

the n

then T K
T

there 0\l/
T

therefore | 3-'?y

there is (are) ^

M /S yjai- J ^
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these (c.) vessel ••ba
p g

they (m.) ftran , QH visited, he ips
T

they (f.) n-in , \n voice bip

this (m.) ilT
W

this (f.) ns*T

those (m.) nran, DH walked, he rjbn

those (f.) nan, ]n war non^D
T T.' •

threw, he ^*'^l7n / • was, he n^ n
T X

thus ]p waterCs) d*D

time ny way

to *7 we (c.) -Unas

took, he ni3*7 went, he qb n
' 'T

towards went down, he

transgressed, he
- T

went out, he
tT

tree fV
4 a

went up, he y^by
T T

tribe noD
•1 ~

wept, he -^32^
T -r

turn aside, to what? no, 'no
T ' ~

turn baok, to Whore? n/* S

where Dt?*, ,
U

T • •

which njy'S

under nnn who

until ny who? * 0
4

unto "b S whole, the Va , -^3
' T

upon *? y why? nob
T r

utensil ^ 3 wicked ytyq
r T

V

wife nB^«
T •

wilderness qano



wind

wisdom nr^Drt
T : T
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wise DDn
T T

with (1) a (2) oy (3) ns "nn
• • ' M

woman
T •

word
-r T

work nary 15

wrote, he ana
"• T

year niar'
tt

yet niy

you (m.3.) nn«

you (f.s.) ns

you (ra-p.) drr

you (f.p.)
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The numbers refer to pages

Accent, 6, 94
Adjective:

attributive, 15f»
predicate, l6

Article, the definite, llf,} with prepositiona, 25f«
Athnah, $6
B®^d-K®pat letters, 9
lohortative, 40f.
CJomparative degree, 27
Corapensatory lengthening, lOf.
Conjunction, 23f*
Consonants, Iff,; transposition of, 70f,
Dageah;

dagesh-lene, 9
dagesh-forte,
dagesh-mappiq, 10

Direct Object, sign of, 22; with pronoun-suffix, 60f.
Doubly-Irregular verb, 92f»
Energetic Nun, 97
Firat-Aleph verb, 89f.
Pirst-Ayin verb, 89
Pirst-Nun verb, 72ff,; table, 106f.
Pirst-Waw verb, 75^^*; table, 108f.
First-Yodh verb, 78
Hateph-vowels:

Hateph-Pathah, 7
Hateph-Seghol, 7
Hateph-Qames-Hatuph, 'Jf*

Hiphil, 44ff.; with Waw Conversive, 55
Hithpaal, 44ff.
Hophal, 44ff.
Imperative, 31f« (Qal), 48f, (derived conjugations)
Imperfect, 19f* (Qal), 46f, (derived conjugations)
Implicit doubling, 11
Infinitive, 52f. (Qal), 50f, (derived conjugations)
Interrogative He, 30
Jussive, 40 (Qal), 52f, (Hiphil); with negative Vs » 40
Locative He, 30 ~
Maqqeph, 22
Metheg (half-accent), 6; distinguished from Silluq, 96
Negative:

(with verb), 30
(with noun), 30f.
(with Jussive), 40

Niphal, 44ff.
Noun:

absolute state, 12
construct state, 12f*
dual nouns, 13
irregular noions, 14
with pronoun-suffix, 54ff«
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Nuoerals:

order "one," "two," etc., 3Qtf»
order "first," "'second," etc., lOOf.

Oaths:

emphatic negative, 96f.
emphatic positive, 97

Participle, 54ff* (Qal)» 51f* (derived conjugations)
Pathah-Furtive, 11
Pause, words in, 96
Perfect, 17f. (Qal), 44f* (derived conjugations)
Piel, 44ff«; with Waw Gonversive, 53
Piipel, Pilpal and Hithpalpel, 84
Polel, Polal and Hithpolel, 84, 67f»
Possession, 97
Preposition:

a 3 ^ , 25f.; with Infinitive Construct, 33; with pronoun-suffix, 57f«»
' ' • \ ' of possession, 97

']0 , 26; in comparisons, 27; with pronoun-suffix, 59
8 with pronoun-suffix, 59f«

with pronoun-suffix, 60f.
Pronoun:

personal, 28
demonstrative, 28
relative, 29; followed "by a supplementary pronoun, 97
interrogative, 29

Pronoun-Suffixes:

attached to nouns, 54ff»
attached to prepositions,
attached to sign of direct object, 60f.
attached to verbs, 6lff.

Pual, 44ff«; with Waw Gonversive, 55
Qal, 17ff., 51ff.
Qames-Hatuph (distinguished from Qames), 8
Relative clauses, 97
Repeated-Second-Gonsonant verb, 86ff.; table, 112f.
Second-A.leph verb, 90
Second-^eth verb, 90
Second-Waw verb, 79fl'»; table, llOf.
Seoond-Yodh verb, 85
Sentence:

noun-sentence, 21
verb-sentence, 21f.
conditional sentences, 96f*

Shews:

simple, 6f.
compound (hateph-vowel), 7f»

Silluq, 96
Stative verb:

Pathah-Stative, 37f-
Sere-Stative, 50
Holem-Stative, 38f.

Superlative degree, 27
Syllable:

open, 5
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olosed,
Third-Aleph verb, 91
Third-He verb, 65ff-; table, 104f<
Third-Heth verb, 90f.
Verb;

regular, 17ff* »nd 51ff- (Q»l)» 43ff* (derived conjugations); table, 102f.
irregular, 65ff.; tables, 104ff.

Vowels, 3f*; vowel changes, 94f*
Vowel-letters,
Waw Gonvcrsive:

with the Imperfeot, 41
with the Perfect, 41f«
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